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ABSTRACT 
. . 
" . · . 
.. , 
•' 
\ o o ' I f - ' ~ f .. 
The ·pr.i:mary purpose .. of the present investigation was 
. . . 
. \ 
•• 
. . . 
to a~~~.s~ - the. ~el~tion~h-ip bet~~eQ. .~a j~d.'s l~yel of fo~m~l - , . 
,operat~oni~ ·reasoning and 6harabteristics of his spontaneo~~ -
o 
... 
speech. · The. variables of specific -concern . were the·meah 
. . . . . . • ' . . . •. l . . . 
.·, . 
. . . . . . . ' ~ 
. ~ength · of. T-urli ts, a measure of linguistic .complexity, ·and 
' . . . 
-...'": ... . 
-. . 
tl:le frequency of use of· tentative statement's. ·Thr~e differ.ent 
.. .' 4 
tasks~of formal reasoning· were employed to assess this . 
, 
relationship: a relatively language-free proble~-s~lv_ing 
, .. ' I 
• t ..  , , 
) ··, 
ta$k ~ deveioped by N~imark and Lewis, the equilibr.{um 1n th~ 
. . 
balance ' task . deve-loped b:( Inhelder and P.i~get, ~nd a ·verbal 
.. -
' l 
. . . 
task of formal reasoning developed by Weitz, Bynum and Thomas . ... _·. · 
' . . . . . .. ~ . ~ ~ 
-- A ·spee'ch sample was · co~lected from each subject on an - incUv-
. . .. . ' ~ . .. ... 
'-
· .idual basis by :showing him three different. !'hptof,raphs and 
qs~ing him ' to expl~in . . what he -saw in each. -A total of 144 ~ 
~idd~e-c:ra,SS1 boy~ 1 4J :ifn eaCh Of gradeS 41 ~ a;d 8. Served aS• , 
.- ---1 .... .. 
. ·, 
All the bbys' sc6res ·on the Raven's ·Progressive_ · 
I ' 
subjects: 
. ' 
Matrices ·Test were above - the minimum of the . ~o;m~l IQ range~ 
Th~ d~ta fo~ ea~h graae s~parat~ly were analysed ~n - terms~ · 
d ' ' , • .. • ' . • ~ ••• • • 
~f both simpl~ ~orre~at·ions a~d stepwise r.eg~ession analyse~. 
~ • I • I I " \. 
Bo~h speech characteri'stics an~ formal operat,i?na~ rr.e.asoriing 
.. were found to inc~ease s~nificantl~ aqrors ·grade level. Very · 
rqinirnal sup~ort wa~ -~vide t . fo~ the contention that speech ·. · . . • 
characteristics·' are related 'to formal reas'oning ablli ty. # _.:. ~ 
.. 
. . , 
. The(re~ults indicated that the m'ean len_gth of T-units; was· ' 
. . . 
'·. 
not significantly related to a_ny of ·the thre~ reasoning · tasks " 
·, . 
ii 
(I : 
;::;> • • .. . 
. ... 
'\. 
, ' 
. ' . 
l;f':. 
' . 
.... 
·, 
.. ,..·. 
·. 
. ·'a.•;: 
> '. 
L -
. \ ~ ' ~ 
.' . ·at anY. 
\ "' ' -
. '\ . . 
of . :th~ ·.three grade level.,s. 
··· . . 
In additiori, a significant 
. . , 
. ·.. . . . 
· relation·ship' between· the frequent . ·u·s~ of ·tentative : -s_tatem~nt·s · 
·. . 
·" .. 
. ... 
. ... 
·and f_ormal reasoning was epideJit:- orily -at t~:te · grade · 6 leveL ··· . 
· - • • • ~ •• • • • ' • ., • • • • • • • o • • • 
bn. two of the reasoning tasks. Resuits ·also indicate~ · thatj .r. 
' . - •• - ! . ' . . 
• ' .0 • • ; ' • • • ... • • • • .. 0 
the amount of _language pr<:Jduced. by the ..Jgrac:'le _4 .childreh ~0:s 
. . . . . ~ . ·:·;,· ;. . . . . 
significan?tly :·rel<iteQ. · to · thei-r perfor~~nce on .t.wo ·of the · 
. . 
reasoning tasks. ·. ·Th6se language .va't-iables which were sig-
nJ_ficant~y related to fo~al . reasoning ability tended to . : 
re~ain so-- when examined. in the pr:esence of :the ~eabody ·p 'ic-t:ure_. ·.· 
vo'ca.b~_lary IQ. .Th~ result~ gen~rFllly ' support l?icig~t Is 
' ,· c~ntention that reasoning processes' ar,e indepe~d.eht' 'of 
Cl • ~ 0 
. . .1"' , 
langu'age. . . 
. .. 
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·.INTROOU~.ION 
~' : 
'· I 
.. 
. . . 
. \ 
. I • I 
The· linguistic abilfties. of ,both children and adults · 
. . ' - . . ' 
< 'h~ve recently· been ~he ob~ ect pf ~ntensive investigati.ol_l by 
. . .l , ... 
, . 
. .. 
·' . 
.· 
0 • 
~UII\er'ous researchers•· of · varying dis·ciplines. .While~ ·much of 
t~-~s research, has been prirnar~ly concerned wi~~ \de~~l~I?-~: . : " · 
' . 
me~tal ~attern~ ·and ' sociologi~al variab_les, ·~ .~e.latively little 
. \. . 
0 • ~ 
attention has been· paid to . the poss;ible relation'ship betw~·en, 
• • < ~ • ' • • p _)..• • • • 
. ' ·. .. 
the: .use an individual_ make~ of :~he grammatic~! e+ernents . 6~- .. ,, ,_ 
" · his language · and his '~~~ko~rn~hc~ :on '_either verbal -o~ ·non-
. . : • . \ . 
. . verbal problent-soiv.ing ta~ks.• ' . .It: is . the,,purpos~. of the . . 
. _ -.- ·. rese.arch. _outlined•be1ow to investigate the p~s.s:b19 ~~la~.io~-:­
shi_p between th'e 1in~ui.sti~ patterns· a chi.lq typicap.'?. employs . 
. ' -
during spontaneou~·. sp,eech · and ·his performance on complex 
' · 
. ' 
cognitive tasks requiring logic~l formal operations. 
' .... • ' ~ I 
' 
A · revie~ of theory ·.anq previous research .• relevant-
to . the present: · investigatipn wi1.1 be presented ·under various. 
' · 
.. ~ headings. Firs't, .evidence concerning sociological and ·· ~1 
' I ~ • ' ' • • ' f • 
_ developrne.nt~l differences iq the grammatical complexity o~ · · 
.. ' .... . . . ~ ,. c • •' ~ - ' 
individual ,spee~ch pa_tt~rns . w'i11 be prese~te_d. ~ext, c~n:.;_ .. . · . 
. - . 
·.' s-¥J.eration. will ·be given 'to evidence concerning, indiv~dual 
'"· . . . . . . ~ . . ' 
· : and sociological 'differences in · the use of ,expressions · · · 
. . . . . 
. ,./ . 
·denoting ··uncertainty · on the part .of 
. t~e ~h~o~e~ic~l p~~i tio~s· . ~a;d'in~ 
. 
the speak~r. "Finally, 
the·. r 'elationship· petween· 
< ' 
language and thought wil~ be presented followed· by · a brief 
• • < ·~ • 
. review of emp~rical inve_stigations reLated. ·ra·that relat·iO,i)-7 : 
shl.p. 
' ·' 
-. ' 
. , · 
. . 
I . 
I , 
-~ :• .. 
.. .... 
" .. 
-· 
·' 
. . ·' 
., ,  
•• 
·:<' 
0. 
.. 
I) • 
.... , 
I -..,"' 2 • of • • 
M o 
Individual Di£fer.ences _in Linguistic· Patterns . ' . ..... .. - . 
• 0 • 
· structures varie_s from individual to individual has · been 
() 
. reported by Bernstein · ( 1962 )· .. 
'- . 0 
In his &nalysis of the orally 
. ' .- i 
-. 
0 produce<} language o.f. sixteen year:._olp boys d~ring a dls- . 
. Y 
cuss ion of ca-pital punishment~ . he found clear differences 
. between the linguistic structures used by the_ mid.dle-class 
. l y 
. I - .v 
boys and . those used ,by · the _work~ng-class boys. The ' ·former 
. I 
group used ·a h_igher proportion of the egocentric. sequence 
• • 0 
I l th . .:t:n-k If .Of. SUbOrdinate ClaUSeS,' Of COmpleX . Verbal S:tezUS ,· 
. . . 
\' . . 
of the ·.passive voice and of uncommon .adjectives and 0 adverbs '_ 
' I 
. ' 
while the la.tter · group used a hi'gher proportion of the 
- ·' 
soc.iocen tr ic -~equefice 'You - knqw/ see I . and. of 'per_sonal ap'd 
. · ... . ....,. . .. .. . . 
selected pronouns. From this evidence, Bernstein {las · p~optiJld 
0 • -
• • • • • .. ,. • - ' C' 
the · existence of two distinct linguistic 
.by. ~he mi'ddl~·-dlass 1and .c~aracte.rize~ 
. . . .~ 
' 0 
co.de~ :. ·o~e·· em~loY\d 
'elaborated' since 
J.t ' makes grea~er use of co~plex ' g_ra~atical elert\erits; ,arid 
the other entploY:ttd by · the ~owet-class .and characterized as 
. ' 'restricted • s'ince it makes less use of these c6mplex elements. 
. , • Subs~~\.i~'nt research by other i~ves~ig~tors has .iarge~y.- :.. . 
. . 
. . 
~upported his _fi~dings. Rackstraw and Robi'nson ( 196 7) , 
. .; 
Hawkins ··(1969) and .Jones :and · McMil~an (1973) ha~e -f~und 'that· 
.. • ."' • • 0 • " ' - - • .. ' • • • • 
the.se differenc~~ ~xist in ·the ·oral . product~~h~ ;f five ye~f~ 
old children whil'e Lawton (1.963, 1964) and Robinson (1965) "- . 
• ' . ' • l 
r~-p~r~~r differ.ences. in both the o.:r:al -~d wr~tte~ 
. l,."ngua~e . ,.9roui;>s of ';,:;elv'e a11d *-fteEm year~ol.d · bois . 
Will.iams. and Naremo.re ( 1969 )--, .~~ .. -.hhei~ s~udy of·. the ·oral 
' '. 
.- . 
.. 
·: 
, j 
I' 
~ ': . 
. . . 
' 
'• 
. ·. 
~ -
.. . 
.t-
.. 
' .. 
' . 
.. 1)., ... 
~ -
·' 
• ) : p 
•}' 3. I : 
. "" 
_ ....... 
. . 
productions o~ fifth and s 'ixtl:t gi,aders during 'home·· inter-
-· . . ) . 
views, found -"that the use of certain elaborated. linguistic 
• I! . . I • ' • • • • ~. • ..... I • • • • •• -" • • 
structure~ · was more blosely 're·lated ··to s~c.ial class than t.o 
' • ., . • • • ' . ~· · '? l. ': • . .. . ' • • • 
race. The ex'istence ,of thes.e two codes .· and .. the·ir reia~i.9.n 
J 
. · t ·o social class then;' appears to ·have been w~ll established. 
~· ' .. 
. ' 
In .addition to the evidence 'whicn relates th~ use . . . · ···.:-
, • ~ • • • :. ' • I • .~ • • • • ~ - , I ~ . . ' . . ·' ' ~ 
of' ·complex_ linguistic; s -tructures ~o social. ·clff~i is the . .., 
~vidence W~ich r~;:te~ t~e use' of similar ~OI~l~X lingu·isf;ci 
structures: to age level .• · Loban (1963), ~n_ h~s :.~tudy .:~· :, 
developmental ch,;mges .'in ·wr.itten an~. oral. languctQ-~ng .the · 
~lementary school y~~rs, "noted that subordinate clauses wer·e 
• .... .. • • • • • • 0 . J'~ • . , . . 4 ' .. 
increasingly ernploye'd by a child •as· he.•passed ' from · the early 
. . . . . . 
I • f ' 
' . . . . . . ~ . ~ 
to ·the l·ater gr.ades.. Sitnil·a,r findings,have been ' ~eportecL by 
, " ·' ... ·'"t{~\ . 0 \' I""' ', ~· ' . c I 
Hunt (1965) and 0 'I;>onnell ,·· ·Griffi.n ·and .:.N'(:)r'ris . '19.67 J. 'Hunt 
•· . 
,. 
. / ~ . 
(1965) further refined · Lob'~n 's , (i9.63} measur~ of subordination'· 
a '\1 ' ·." ,· ~ 
into a · measure he ter~ed .~the' T-u;it .• 1r This· unit he defines · ·.,. 
" . . .· . 
1 '" • fJo • II 
as ."one ·main clause . expand~d- at· any 
' . . . . 
' , J 
by ·structur~s t!lat a.re rnocli.f'"ier·s or 
of ~any diffe~e~t points. __ 
I 
complement~ - o~ ~ubstit~tes 
' ' " . 
for wor~s i~ the maii? ·c~~use.." lle concluded from hif:? ~esu_l. ts . 
··-
' . 
. no· 
I . 
" , .. 
' : 
·. 
. '-
. . . 
that the length . of a T.:..uni t is cios_ely . .;ied to a ctiild Is age 0 I ·. ' • 
• •· e # • r . ~ , 
W~ile T-unit.· l~~~th !llaY b; a' .rel~ab:le l.~dic~to~·-·o~ :age 1~-v~.l /> .. :·::-·-\ 
alonE¥~ it shou,ld b.e.r.n~ted th~t both. · Hu~t ( 196 5) .. an~ . L'obal\: . ~. ~- f 
.(19\3) al9o' 'found that considerable differences existed ~n 1 .-
, . . . 
"" . :-, 
. . th~i~ ~e~sures w~thin any ?~de l~vel~ · Thls ·finding.· .~·· . 
~em~nstr~te~ that while.' ch{h1r~n 1 s language. become~ ~or~ . · . 
. . ~ .. - . ' . -. 
. . J~o~pl~x. as·~~hey ~at_u~e', 
( are linguistically rnor~ 
so~. ·. ch,ildren in any ... one age gr·o~r. ' ' <· 
., ... . 
rn~ture, than 'their I:'eers .- : . · ,· 
. . 
•' 
\- ' .. t 
~ ~ . _.....- _ 
.......____, -~· -~ ·-
' . 
/ 
G. · 
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/ 
i • 
, 
I . 
\ 
I 
. . 
. 0 
' .... Thef questi,on .concerning the availability of complex 
0 - .. J 
. . . ' 
linguist~c stru~tures-to the lower-class g~ups or the · 
linguistically less mat~re groups is at pres~ unclear. 
0 Bernstl3in (1970) ~r-esses., that th~ c~d;s_ refer t.o ~ performance. 
. ,. 
·' 
and not competence · in the Chomskian sense of_ these .. terms. 
;;>' I •• • ;:;:; •'\"' 
' 
"It · is •... impor.tant to point out that the bod~s ·r -efer to 
. .... .~ 
·' . . 
cultural not genetic controls upon the options speakers take 
up." (p. 7) • Indeed, CRobinson (l965bl 'hap found th~t if 
0 
lower~class members are placed in a situation which requires 
-~he use of a more elaborated code than they typically employ, 
0 
in. this case ·· the compositHm · df a for_mal letter·, no' signiiicant 
. ~ 
diffe~ences in language use is ' found between'them and their 
0 ... • • ; • · .. ..~ .. • 
middle-class counterparts in the same .tas·k. Similarly, 
. . . • . - . -~ - .. 
Heider, Cazden and· ~rown (1968)· reported_ 'that- no djfferences . 
.. 
existed between middle and· lower-class chil~ren in their 
re-spective abilities to d.ecode ·the middle..:.class· children's 
encodings o'f face~ and abstract: figures"'-' Hou~ton (1970) 
emphat'icaily s,tate.s .that in the course of her,~ research w~th 
qhildren of _varying soci~l origins,· ~he has been unable to 
dete:ct · any ~.-iff~rences· between t:he chil,d~en in their ·ability, 
. -:_, .. I .-. 
to co~prehe~d the language of midd~e-class ~ults · in any 
.... 
• o c .. I ' • . 4 .. " 
situation. She equally .stresses_ :ha~· ~he ,~mmatical ele~ents 
a ' child c~ooses ih which to e~press ; himsel depend in part 
on the situation at han~ and ' in pa~t on the hapitual style 
of the ch.ild involved. In fact, most ·researchers · agree that 
~- ·by -t~e ~ime .a child reaches 'the age. of five or six he ha)'s 
. b 
mastered the syntactic compfexity ·of his language 
I • 
.. . 
' ' 
:/ 
' .;. .. 
,!· 
'\ ,;: 
I 
· ~ . 
5. 
. . 
., 
· .(Menyu~ 1971}. 
'1 . . - : 
pr~sent wr~ter 
~ "pil~ . study.·· ~e~ently conducted b~ the 
' - .. ~ . . 
to det~~m~ne whether grade four children 
. . . 
comprehend the syntactidal structures not typically found 
in their written. languag~, revealed that in fact these ·: . 
children have no diff~culty in understanding them. Differences . Q 
in the frequenci~f .usag~ of various _structures subsequent / .. ·. . , . ' 
to· their aqquisition therefore becomes largely .a matter of,: 
. 
individ~al choice. One of ·the more interesting qu~stions 
·. which follows fr~m this· evidence·-~ is th:e question concerning 
the conseq'l,lences of the differences in fr'~quencies of .usage 
" 
of various linguistic structures on the performance of other 
linguistic or nonlinguisti~ cognitive ' tasks. o 
Of 'particular interest for the present research is 
the find.ing by a number of researchers that considerable 
. individual differences 'exist in the ~se of'expressions 
- i . ' . . 
' 1 .~ " • . . 
denoti!lg uncertainty. Th'is type.of ;:;tatem~nt may be form-
ulated in a variety of w~ys. Bernstein's analysis has ·pointed 
. . 
to the .eg-ocentric sequence 'I think' as an- .·expression 'tienoting 
unc~rtainty~on the part ·~~ the speaker. Loban (1963) in-
-
.eludes t~ 'I think' sequence . in his 'tentative statements~ 
. . ( ·ft 
cate~ory and in addition includes ~uch . ~xpressions as 
''perhaps,· .unleos, ·maybe' and. con~itional statements. He 9 
cites ~he following examples from his data: 
. 
It might be a gopher, but ~ot. sure. 
That, I think, is .ifr Africa.' 
.. 
But maybe they don't have.any dogs in Alaska. 
I'm not exactly sure where that is. It looks 
r. • 
( . 
' ,. 
!· 
... 
6 • 
. 
·lik~ it might be at school~ 
- . 
. . , 
That's wh.i,t·e grass - unl~ss there's snow or 
the sun is reflecting. 
Turner and Pickvanc~· (1971), not entirely- satisfied 
with.Lopan's category since its limits were not clearly 
. .. t . 
defined, further subdivided ~xpressions ~f uncertainty into 
the following classes: 1) egocentric sequences, 2) · socio-
... . , 
c~ntric sequences, '3) questions, 4) ~efusals, 5) assessment~ 
.. 
of possibility and probability, and 6} suppositions based on 
Q) 
perception .. 'These categories·, th~y point out, were established 
on the basis that the children they studied actually made use 
~ 
of ·these,types of ~pressions. · They note that while other 
• F ' 
categories such as 'disjunctive' statements (e.g. There's a 
house or a churc~), 'con~~hional' statements (e.g. If it's 
got- a ho-l·e in it, ~t's ~guitar) and 'suppositio:r.s' · (e.g. · 
I suppose/bet/expect/guess) ~are ·also ways of making tentative 
' . j -st~ternents, these types o~ s~atements rarely occurred in the 
speech, of the five yea~-old subjects examined in their _study . 
. 
The possibility remains, howev·er, that . these categories may 
be ~ore-frequently employed in the language of older ch~+dren 
and adu.lts. 
"The; ma~or - purpos1e of Turner and Pickvanc~'s (1971) 
study was to determine the extent .: to which social' c::lass anq 
verbal ability. were related to the frequency and type of 
. . ~ ~ 
- expressions ot~uncert~inty used. They report that for the 
five year-ol~ children studied, social class was ·most closely 
related to ·the use of egocentric sequences, certain types of 
. ./ 
\ 
- ' ~ . 
., 
I 
.~ 
questions 1 refusals 1 the ass.essment of possibility ~and 
suppositions based on perception and that the middle-class 
I ~ 
ohild1 use~ more of these expressions than the . lower-class 
7. 
child. They also repor~ that verbal~ability was roo~t closely 
...... 
,, 
related to the use of one ~in~ of sociocentrid ~equence and 
certain type~· of ·questions. These - results are not entirely 
in agreement with those of ' Loban (1963). In his examination 
. ./ 
of the written and oral .language of elementary school children,·. ,. 
~ 4 ' 
' .. ' ( .. 
he found that the use, of the tentative 'statements he describes 
·' 
was most frequ~nt ~n - the high-language-ability g~oup in all' 
· ~ grades studied from grade three through grade six. Unfort-
-' unately, this finding is somewhat confounded by'the fact that 
.li'is ·high-langtiaqe-ability group also tend_ed to have a higher· 
socioeconomic status than the low-language-abrl~ty group. 
The queation concerniQg the extent to which the use of 
• tentative statements is a function of either of these two 
variables is ther~fore not entirely clea~- However, .since 
I • both studies in question cited a relatively low frequency of 
. . 
<3 tthese expressions, and with not all members of a ·group us~ng 
them,· it se~ms r~?J.Fonab~~ to ass\nne that differehces in, th'e ~J 
use of these expressions are to be· found both within'a sQcial 
c· " 
class as well as betwee·n s'ocial classes. · This. assumption 
' 
should also hold i'n terms of the freque!lCY of use within and 
between language ability groups. 
In addition to the evidence concer~ing the frequen~y 
.~f U.Se . Of thes·e expreSSiOnS 1 .r note mUSt be added ,COnCerning . 
possible differences-: in the comprehension of these struct.ures • . 
... 
' \ 
0 
·: . 
Wh~le it was stated earlier 'that,children'appear to have · 
mastered the syntax of_their l~ng~age by thJ a~e qf five or 
.... 
·si·x, some direc:t evidence concerning t..._hat status of the. 
.. . 
'expressions in question is- avai~able. Olds (1968) inv~st-
1 
8. 
·-
_igated the comprehension of a number ·o·f syntac.tic~l structures · 
in' cnildren, among them conditionals, conditionals + not, 
. . ' 
conditional questions :and ·expressionp using 'sho~ld' and. 
'unless'. His results'indicate that children as young as 
seven . years of ag~ have a well-deve'loped .comprehension of 
I ' o ' 
these structures with the excep~ion of constructions -~mploying 
. . 
'unless'. He observed that the younger childre~ especially 
tended to i~terlpret this structure as an 'if' construct~on. 
In the light ·of t~is · e~ide~ce,· therefore, it.se~ms safe to 
conclude that comprehensio~ of these structures i~ not an 
impTrta~t varia~l~ t~ consider i~ differ~nces in ~heir use 
~and that usage merely reflects the options chosen by the 
in~ividual speaker. 
The antecedents - of the use of ~xpressions of un- · 
~ 
I 
certainty. have recei~ed co\siderable ·attention ~n Bernstein's 
(.1970) soci-olinguistic 'thed:ry. His theory· explains these 
. . I 
ditferences in. terms of the~ socialization practices_ of the 
middle and lower-class memb~rs. He suggests that the forms 
6f ~ocialization t \ by middle-class parents 
I • ' 
is an open, person-oriented ~ystem where the ctiil~· is not 
\ ' . 
assig~~d a constrained role ~ut rather is given opportpnities 
to develop his own role withfn .the family structure. The 
\ 
- . I , 
middle-class . child is encouraged to :take part in the dec·ision-
\ 
·' 
. . 9. 
. . 
making process witnin the family and' co~sequ ntly learns 
' to Cla~ify his reaponing and to 'justify his 
----~--~~~~~j~udgments. It is ~?rther suggested" that th e experiences 
. - . . 
I o . t . • ---.:: ~ 
create an awareness of uncertainty· ort the par~ of· the ;child 
I • f I ,:, .. 
·. ,_in certain areas of exp~ri~il"ce and consequently induce the · 
child to be more flexible in his sdcial orientation. To 
. . . 
-~ ' ~ . 
, · . 
' I , , 
J : •• , • : • • ... 
0 .' ~~ .. .. • ~ I 
'I'; r 
. ~ . ' ... . 
: • 
.. . 
. . ,. .. 
.. . 
. . 
." .1! 
" ' . 
~ .. e. 
. ' 
quote from Bernstein (1962) himself, "the ·orientation of·· · ~ · 
the individual is based upon the expectation of psychological 
difference, his . own and others.il . The lower-class c~ild, on 
the other ha~d, is not .giv~n these opportunities to determine 
I 
his own· r~le and consequently makes " conside~abl:y. ;less·· use 
> 
\ . .. . . . , ' , -: ..,.. 
tof these expressions since opportunities 'for their . use·are • 
·;· ·. . . 
- ~ ,_ infrequently gra~ted .by th~ lower-class chlld' s parents~~ 
'· 
·' 
Turner· an?-' PiJkv~nc~ :: ( 1971) . · s~~por~ . Be~nsteiri' s 
offer the fo~o~1ng,conclus1on: · · ~ 
theqry and · 
. Q 
" ••• the ~ociializatio~ procedures . ~ypically 
employe~ in middle-class.'~amilies are likely · 
to' .. encpurage the . middle-6lass child ·to percei'v~·. 
rea' li ty:' in terms ·of. more than one alternative, · 
in terms of a range of possible interpretations~ 
Further, these p~ocedures may tend to-create · 
anxiety in the child, for not only is he made 
aware of a range of · interpretations; he:is also 
expected, to · a · certain extent, to make an in-'·, 
di vidual choice from the range, · and, 'further ' 
to choose correctly. · These socialization 
· procedures are, in our opinion, the main 
sociological antecedents of an orientation 
toward the use . of expressions of uncertainty. 
They are tnought to und~rlie the middle-class 
children's use of the egocen~ric .sequ~nce and 
also their ·use of other expressions of dn-
certainty." . (p. 319) • ' 
...1"---..... - ;~ .• Iii addi ti1>~ to his · sug,g~~tions concerning ~~e ante~ 
1 _ , . ·- .. ~. 0 
cedents of th~ use .o£ expre~sions denoting uncer~ainty, 
Bernstein (1961) also speculates on the consequences of the· 
' ' 
.~ 
" . ·. 
,, •, 
'. 
o. 
,, 
. ' 
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' I 
-. 
. . ' 
. ~ 
. .. 
\ 
. ,
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.·. 
' ·. ' 
. . . 
. , . • . 
• •• • 1' 
\ , 
'• . 
. use o'f ·an 'elaborat~d' code of whi'ch· these expressio.ns 
fo~m a part.. ·He \vri,:tes_: 
. \ 
I 
"A formal · (elaborate) language ·:facilitates . 
.. . the verbal elaboration of subjectiye intent'· .. . 
s.ensitivity to . the i~plications, of separat;eness 
and difference, 'and points. 'to the poss ibil:i,. ties 
inherent in a co~plex conceptua~·hierarchy for 
·· the orqani'zation of experience.' '(p. 292). 
' , • • • .. • 6 
. . 
.. , 
· ·Robins-on · and Rackstraw ( 1967) . arrive at a similar conclusion · .  
, wh~n(they .write: "Egocentric .se~ences show an ~w~reness of · .. 
points of. vi~w otl!~r than one's own and' he~ce , imply_ an 
.. 
. ·.~ 
. ) . 
. .. ~ . . . 
'; 
objective frame 00~~,reference. ·" Loban (1963) whj..1e making 
. no spec~lations concerning the. antecedents of the use "(if 
J • • • • ' • 
· tentative statements, makes a s·tr:ol1:g statemer:>-t .,.cpn~erning 
.the conseq~ences. He postulates that: 
.. 
. . 
, ."The· · child with l~ss - power over ·language 1' 
appears · to be less flexible in h~s think~ng 1 
is .~ften not capabl~ of·seeing mor~ than one 
. al~ernative, and_ apparent~y sununons up all ~ 
his inguistic resources merely to make a flat 
dogm tic statement." (p. 54). •. 
A· . 
~, . 
·. 
The inion of . these ·researchers appears -to be that 
' . 
. . children wl:;l . ma~e rel~·t{vely infrequent· _us·~ of ten tat~ ve . 
\ . . . .· ' • 
, · str'tements'~i.so are ~ubject to. a cognitive deficit ·in- so far 
..> • • • t • 
. _aq ·their or~entation to the . rionlingu~stic worid is con~~rned: 
Sp~~ifically '.~.,the . expre~sE7d o'pinio_9implies ''that s~ch chi~dr~n . 
'-rould have· difficulty in ·dealing :\'?i th, c~gnitive proflems 
which require the ability•to think in,terms of ~ltern~~ives 
. .. ' . . .. . . . ( 
. ·~:o 7~~_:_essfully . arri~~ at the correct so~ution· . 1 
. · Language- and Thought 
. ./ 
. The · proposition that linguistic. , performance inay. b~ . · " 
. . . 
~la~ed to thought processes·is strongly supported by som~ 
. ~ ,' 
I 
' g 
·, ( • 
' 
' ' I 
' I . 
- . 
. " 
1;' ', 
'. 
.-
( ,' 
) ' ' : / ~ 
, . 
il.) . . . ; 
researchers and equally strongly denied bY- others. Piag~ •'. 
in particular emphatically denies t -l).e hypothesis that 
language is r~:flated to 6ognition in any -relevant way and 
<maintains the posi t±on that language .' is primarily ~ - a, matter 
( . . . - ··. 
of social co~unication and is unnecessary for any stage in 
) ' ., I 
the 9_eve_lop~ent of logical ·though':t. This position is clearly 
outlined by· the following quotations: 
- . 
" •.. • the role of language seems to consist •.. ~ 
in st.imulating general intelle-ctual activity 
_( · and ·in facilitating social mobility rather 
- r than in bringing about the structures of 
. operations ... . (Piaget, as quoted in Furth-, 
0 ·i 1971·, p. 63) 0 il 
- and \ 
"Logl!cal ·relations are, first and above alL, 
operational structure~. 1 though their most. 
adv~nced forms are per inly exp·ress~d b'y 
language, their origin are found in the ~ 
coordination of the s jedt's own actions~" 
(Piaget, 1968). "" \ 
Empirical. support . for Piage~'s theory comes not on~ 
from his pwn research an~ . t~at of hi:_rolleagues in Geneva . 
(e.g. sincla.ir-de-Zwart/ 1969) ;' bu.t also from the work' of ·-
researchers elsewhere. · .Of particular relevance to ~is 
~ positi~-~ are th7 resUlts of studies investigating the 
~t~ve capacities of deaf children and adolescents . 
•. 
. . 
F~rth (197la) 1 in - an article reviewing both his own resea~h . .,
. -
with .the deaf and that of others', •'observed , that little 
·.difference ex-isted between deaf and hearing children in 
their performance ori a wide variety of. tasks ·.,. He _ noted 
I . 
•' 
( 
that the results of t~e thirty-nine inves~iga~ions conducted 
between 1964. and 1969 suggest tha~ performan~e of deaf · 
' -. ' > 
"'  . '· 
.· 
.. 
1• 
... 
-. 
. l · 
12'~ ' 
• .; ' 1 .. • • - ' -
children on tasks requiring r~le-~a~n,t~~;(~ . ..f~~iring the 
use of logical s~rnb.olp, ' on ~iaget-type tasks, on·memory tasks 
··and on perceptual tasks is compa~able to · the·. performance of 
~ . 
•' . . 
hearing ·childrel! · · In the ~ew cases where the younger deaf . 
.. 
children demonstrated some -retardation in th~ir performance, 
he notes that th.eir · performan~e had caught up' to . that of the 
hearing\ phildren 'by tl?-e age of 15-16 .' In summary, he point_s 
. . . 
' . 
· out that t-he ,.perfo~mance of deaf children does not· substan~ially . 
~~fer _from that of . hearing 1Fr~l . children. In view· of this 
. ) , . . 
evidence, Fu~th. suggests· tha't the def.icit in the d~af child-
·ren's pe~r~ance which ex~st~~hen they ar~ 
' . 
compared to 
. ( 
urban hearing children is likely a _result of differences in 
_ expeti~nce and test attitudes. Jn a subsequent stud~ of 
_formal op~rationallf~asoning ability in deaf adolescenti, 
t..,_R-~ ~ , 
Furth (197lb) noted that 28% of the "deaf sample demonstrated 
formal operatory success compared with 58% of the rural 
~earinc;r s~ple and _ 75%_ of . an· ~r~an_ ~e~ring sainple. ·. He _con- . 
eluded that since ' some of the deaf children were successful 
0 ~ 
. . . ' 
-~- - ->!.' . 
. ~ ' . . 
. 
at the tasks,: language .cannot be considered a necessary 
.. r . 
condition for the ·ac~ievemen~ of formal opera~ional reasoning.~~ 
Further evidence concerning the independence 
. "'· 
between language and . thought is suppl-ied by the r~search of 
. s{nclair-de..:zwart (1969). In a series of· experiments~ .·she 
_ · _ · ·. · · · ·. · atte}llpted to teac~ young. c:=hil~ren who were unable to conserve 
. .. . 
· ·volume the grammatical e~pressions used 91 the children-who 
were able to do s~.. she found that. these chi_ldren had great 
' • 
d-if:f;iculty learning the use of the '· comparatives 'rn~nd 
- .•: I • . • c 
.-
. ' 
.. -
I 
~·· .. 
I . 
; ' 
j 
\ -: 
I I 
. 
. 
' . ' \ . '. ' ( • ' • j 
"le~s -1 a~d· evert gfeater 'difficulty learning . to use the co-
. ' . l ' . ' ' . . ordinat~d expres.sJ.'bns 1 long and narrow' ··J.and 'short and fat 1 • 
1 ' 1 • I 
Of the children·: who did learn the appro.pr~ate ouse. of these 
expressions, only .1~% we:re sup~·equently s'iiccess.frl at 
. I 
conse.rvation tasks. ·she concludes from these results that 
~ ,, ' 
"V7rba..a training d~es1 not ipso facto bring about the 
. . 
a.c·quisition of operati_ons" . and that" .... langu~ge is not the 
SOUrCe Of logi.C 1 but On the COntrary iS . StrUCtUred by logic" • 
.. _ ' ' • • Q .. 
A contrast1ng opinion · cohcerning t~e ~elation:ship · 
. . 
between language and thought is offered by Vygotsky (1962) . 
, 11~ v~e~s langu9-ge a.~ a do~inating influence on thought· once 
. . ~.anguage has devel,oped. Vygotsky suggests tl:tat while: la.nguage 
' f ~' 
and though·t develop independently dur,ing the first few years 
o~ life, once the rudiments of language have been acqui~ed, 
' q ' . 
l.anguage asipgly serves problem-solving and ··planning 
' \ ' .. 
grow, more complex. '.' He ' has fouhd 
" c:;. 
. . ' 
that when a the ·stage of .i~tellectua~ dev:elopme~t 
at which he e~periments with the physica~ properti~ of· the 
"'World·· around hi~~ hi~. spee~h is ch~racterized by, '.' •.. th~ 
' correct use of grammatical ·forms : and . structures before the 
child ha~ u~derstood the l.ogic.al operations for which they 
~ta'nd .. ·.He mas.te~s the synt.ax of speech before the{· syntax of 
thought." Vygotsky concludes that it is .the speech structures 
mastered by the c~ild as · he matures that becofue th~ basic 
'· structures.~£ his thinking • . Luria (1959) supports thi s 
' ' ' ' r! 
po ~~ion and ci~ims t'hat. as' a' child· acquires. a language 
•• ' ' • ' g • ; • r ' • : • • • • I • 
sys he must reorganize his thought processes as the 
.. ' . . 
f . 
... I • 
·' 
.·. 
···l 
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language sy_stem ·c:l.evelops ~ 
Another approach to the relation betwe~n _langua~e . 
: ~ 
and·cognitive processes comes from the disciplines o~ · . · 
' l . . 
' . i . 
philosophy and anthropology. 'rh.e question that has been c . . . 
posed asks wh~ther th~ lexicon and syntax 'of the ·particular 
~anguage . a speaker uses affects his p~rceptions · and inter-
ac.tion's with his world in a different manner than i .f he spoke 
. . 
.. another language~ This i_s essentially the linguistic-
' 
relativity hypo;hesis expo~nde~ b~ Wh~rf (as cited in Carroii, · 
• 
1964 and Cazden~ 1972) . . · whil~ hiS' theory deals specifically 
with the use of . discre'etly different languages, hi~ theory · 
·could' reasQn~bly be exten~ed to incorporate subcultural 
differences within a particular lan§uage. · Little ' empirical 
evidence has. been obtained to date to sub~tqntiate Whorf's 
' ~ 
hypothesis. .However I should cogn{tiv..e 'dif-ferences exist in 
~ -- ~ . . . ~ ·. 
individuals einploying · different.l~nguistic codes as described 
above, some ·support for his theory" might be established sub-
. 
. . ~ - - ' 
culturally. 
Linguistic Patterns and.Cognltive. Development 
.. . 
If the differential use of tentative statements does 
. indeed .lend its~lf to greater cognitive flexibility as · 
. 
suggested by several of the authors· cited, then one stage 
in c~gnitive development w~e~e.such an effect might be most 
clearJy demonstrated . woqld be in the stage of formal operati ons 
outline<:l by Piaget. Piaget -descr_i~es .the .development of. tne 
intellect a s a succession o~ qu~titatively d i f ferent stage~ 
th~ough whi'c~ . a cpild passes from infancy through ado.lescenpe~ 
. r.=i~ 
. c:.· 
.. 
0. 
. I 
. :
·'' 
' ' 
.. ~ .... 
/ 
. \ 
. . 
.• 
.. 
. r;-s .. 
·These stages are discreetly. different from one .a·n~th~r .}l . ·. 
'. 
terms of the ~behaviour m~n1fested - at any one .stage and a 
· child .passes through these stages in an invariant . order~ 
While this sequepce. always remains fixed, Piaget points ' out 
,r.o--"'f' 
• 
~.~~.~. these ~t.ages of ·d_evelopme~t are not .to be ~opf.~sed ~~th ' · 
. ~~·lev~l sine~ considerabl·e \Pdividuck. difference~ ~xist i!l · 
. . . . . ~ . . •. : . 
terms of the · age at which .. \,any pai:-ticular st_age .. has been \ · .# 
attained. At Hirth, the infant commences with the .sensori• 
"':: .. . 
·-motor stage and as he matures passes into the· concrete 
operationa;l s ·tage., then. the · pJ::e-~p~rati~.nal st'age ~ _and 
. / . . . 
f iryally, at s ·q,me · point dur~ng his adolescence., · ;ip.to, the · 
,. 
. f.9rmal operational' 9\age. 
This final stage~ the formal operati6rial stag~, as 
~ , .. . : . ' ~ ' . . . 
fo~mulated by Piaget ·and Inhelder (lr958), is: cl)iefly 
. . charact~r~zed. by the ability ori . the part . o·f the adolescent .· 
to determine not only 
the· cruci}l .as~~ct of 
. ' 
.. 
I . • 
what is real, but .also, and this ·is 
for~al . operations, to dete~mine what 
., 
. , ':' . 
... 
. ·, ·. 
.. . 
. , 
.... .. . 
is po~sible . . A quote ·from Flavell (1963) ·best · explains this . . 
. . .' 
major difference between pr~-op;tatio,nal · .ai)d · f<)rm~l ·~p~ra~io'nal 
• 0 .~ • 
thought. · 
- ~U~like the concrete operatio~al child; the . 
adolescent;b~gins his cons~deration . of ~he 
prob.lem~'tlt .. hand by trying to envisage all the 
·possible relations which could hold true in · 
the data and then attempts, ·through ·a com-. · ' 
bination of experimentation and logical . 
analysis, to find out which of- these possible 
· relations do . in f ~ct ~old true. Reality is . 
thus concei~ed .as a speci al ·subset within the. 
totality ~f thi ngs whi ch the data would admi t · 
. as hypotheses; it is seen as .the 'is ' · portion 
Of 'a 'migh~ be I totality 1 .ther· Or i on ~t i S .the 
·subject's job to d i scover.n (p. 04) . . 
. . .. . 
' . 
. . 
- ' 
' ' • • r/ 
. . 
. . ' 
. ... . 
'~ 
' \ D~ 
"' . 
., 
. -. 
I 
.. • 
.. 
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, •• l 
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.. . 
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The· ·aaolescemt, then, approaches a ·problem .in a 
. . . . 
"' 
. qualitat~vely different ~ay }han a conctete or pr.e-oper~tio~al 
.. . 
child. ~~ ~ses the results-of these previo~s periods, i.e. ~ 
qt ' . ,; ' .-. ' 
• • I 
the classi~ications, se~iations and • co~respondences previously · 
' . 
\ .. ·. , ' 
acquired, but now he is able to form these_ elements into 
' ~ . ~ 
. 
_propositions and to combine these proposttiohs s~ch that all 
' ' \. 0 
the'possible outcomes may be considered. Tliis ap roach to 
. -
'probl~m~solving would appear to _require a 
. . 
.... . . 
of' c~gnitive flexibility .to determine 'all · the possib 
- .. 
. . . 
v~nt'varia~les and the _ relations amon~ thern ·to _arriv at~a 
~uc::cessful_· pol~tio_n. -. :f£ the · ab~lity to det·ect alternative.·s 
.. . '· 
' . . 
is the maj·or component of formal operati~ns, it would be of 
~ . . . . . . ~~- --! . 
int~rest to determine:~h~the~ ch~idren ~ho habitualiy use 
· .language ·_ to· expre~~ the po.ss~bl~ existan~e of more -~han. one I 
.. . I. . • 
poi~t . of view ~re also -more successful at tasks requiri~g 
"' . . . 
detection anc;l considera-tion of alternatives for·· their 
I . 
solution. r , .. 
F~w studies have; been . reported concerning the relat.ion-
. ., 
., 
- • • ' • • Q 
. • ship' betwe~n an i~ndiv;i.d_ual 's c}Jaracteristic· speech pattern -_ · 
· . . · .. -- -~~d 'h{~- - per~o&ance on: . . eithe~ y~rb~l or nonve~bal cognitive.-
( 
' tasks. · On~ such ~tudy of six ¥ear-old "girls is reported 
·by Robinson and Creed (1968.). Using . a group of .h.ige ~Q and 
low IQ ~ubj~c~s ·who had been participati~g i~ - ~- language 
. tra~n~ng~r~~ _for on~ year, they f~~nd t~at whil~ IQ 
. ' . ' . ~ ~. a signific~nt predfc~o~-?f Jercept~al discr~mination· 
. - .. . . . . ' 
' ' . 
abilities; - the·.'elaborate' code users within· the .· low IQ group 
. J·r. . . . . "' .:. . . • . • 
-also showed superior ·per'ceptua'i- discrimination ab.ilit"ies 
• ·' " ' • . t • • • • 7' 
.. 
' 
.. , 
.. 
I . 
' . 
·. 
. ' . · 
~ . 
v t 
. 
• J 
I • 
;, 
•.· 
• 0 
·. 
' : 
.. "'' .. 
. . ) 
- ~. • f . · ·~·· I . f' . .... ~ , : • • ~ 
. . 
.· . . 
"' 
• • J . ' . 
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. r . . 
when compared to the 1 rest:r::.icted 1 code users i·n· that group. 
: '41 , 
_In addition, when t~ey investigated these same " c"hildren• with. 
• l • • -
. . resp~c:t: t~ the.ir. abili-ties to · verb~alize p~rceptu~l diff~r- · 
e~ces, they ag'A.n Do'l!Y' t _ha(while rQ ~;s -a_ si9nifi~ant. · ---
preftictor, the 1 elabora~·e 1 ·code u~r~ ~i~in the i0'1 IQ .. 
• ; 0 • • ~ , • • .... • • ; ... • 
~io._up" .perform~d significantl~:· more ·.e .y ·ectivflY than th_~ 
I restri,c~ed lp C~de USers • in ~his g:roup o ·;>' ' / • • , 
The. .eff.ects o:f".:J~··:ef· rinrlq.nguaqe str~ctures ,on · )"',l ~ ' 9 
cognitive gro~th -' h~ve ~1 : been i~vesti1:Jated by' , ~eenfiel~ 
I ' ' • • • 
·. 1i973) · ~n ~ .cross~c~~tural ~oritext. She found tha~ un-
. . . " \ 
~,;";~d· Children wh~·: spok,e Wolof•b~t ~o had, n_ot\learnecj 
.to wr1te Wolof. or any ', o.ther .language· were less able to : 
' I , . ' .. • 
classify objects acCording 1:;~ 'm'*e _,than -#;~at tr ib~:~e 'wb.;,* : 
· more than one classification ~as possib~J!than·the . ~chool~d 
~·· ·ch±~dren ~h6 had learned to wr.ite a l~mg'uage. The unsch.doled 
children .were also · unable to answer the ·ques ... tion' "Why · do you· 
. ' 
. , ' 
think these objects are alike?". but had no difJ:iculty 
. ! 
responding · to the quest.ion !'Why ·are these th'ings al:fke?" ' ' 
. . .. ·' ' ' .·. . : . . ·. -
The, schooled childre'n did not have any diffi.culty· resp~>nding 
~~ I • I . ' - . ~ , . . ... . 
. . . . 
to. the. former questio.n., GreenfieJ.d (l973) attributes thi$ · . 
.. . ': . 
tU}ference to an inability, on the p.a,r t .of th~ unschooled _. 
• • Q • • f • : 
Child _tO adop-·differing ' I points of view I .. 
~-- ,C •• • • 
· Greenfield aiso fqund that the unschooled children 
' \ . . . ' . . . . . ' . 
• .. • r 0 - . ~ • • • • 1 • ,- -
expressed t hei r reasons for superordJ.nate•groupi ngs by · -
• • • - • • • • .'Ill ... ~ ... ... 
. single ' words (e.g_. "red..!1 )'' while ' the scho'oied .children. us~d 
,, 
·' pr·e~ications (e.g .. "T·J'l·is i~ r .ed: tl)os~ are red")~ ·The 
- ,. 
former response is a situation' dependent one ' while the 
. . ' 
, ) 
-, 
. . . 
. .. 
. ' 
. ' 
-': ' ~· . 
··\ . ·) 
. " ~~ ·. 
: . 
. ·;. 
. l . 
•·"' ~ J .· 
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• e• 
. . . 
latter i~ more abstract. · She speculates<' that these di·ff~r-· 
t • 0~ t • • 
ences ~n' the ' responses qetwe'en the two . groups of children 
ar~ue. ln . p~r~· to. the. ~hildr-l:m. ' s. ?blli ty to write !'-
language; 
. ' ; 
"Writing is. pract1~.ce in t!Je use of linguistic 
contexts .as independent of immediate ' referenc~. 
Thus, .. the embeddi,ng of a ~1abel in a total · , 
sentence st~ucture (co~plete linguistic · 
predication} indicate~· that it is' less tied 
to' -its situa~ional context and moore related 
to ·its linguistic ~ontext. The implications \ 
of this fact for-manipulability are great: 
linguistic contexts ·can be turned upside 
down more . easily than real ones. On.ce thought 
is .freed from the concrete situation, the way 
1s clear for symbolid manipulation and for 
Piaget's stage of formal operations~ in which 
the ·real becomes a s 'ubset of the p~ssiq)le . . 
~I_nhelder a?d .. P~age;t, 19~~)· .. " j , . . 
Greenf~eld suggests ~hat a simllar context dependency , 
' 
· in speec~ may exist. subcultu~ally and may b& a~soc{ated ~ith 
~' 
·.' similar effects on .cognitive growth. A study by J .ones (1972}. 
' 
.is more directly r:levant't 
l 
the question of the effects on· 
., 
of tentative statements. · problem-solvin9 rof differential ,u 
. . 
. . 
She employed two; groups of twelve year-old boys matched on 
. f - ' . . . 
IQ but discrepent in verbal aoillty. The .hi~h-verb~l boys· 
~used significantly more tentative .~tatements than did the 
., 0 . f a 
'0 
•• / J • ~ 
l~w-ver~al- ones. Neverth~less, she found ~o, differences 
I 
between ' tne two group~ in their performance on nonverbal 
tasks of formal op~rations. " Both groups reached the same 
stage of forrnai :operatj,ons regardless of lingui~tic patterns 
,... . .. . . 
employed. · Howev.er, since the stage t_!lese groups had a~ttiined. 
i . . . . 
was not the hi~hest level of £ormal operati~ns as described 
by ~i~get, the possibi lity rem~ins that a difference i~ 
, . 
F . 
. t 
... 
.. 
-
... 
per~ormance between two such groups may be detected at a 
l~;er age. , In ·addition, it may be that the use of ~ 
~inguistic. code associated with more frequent use of ex-
Q 
r 
pressions of u~c~rtainty ex~rt~ an ~nflu~nce only on these 
task~ if .they are lingu~~tic~~ly prese~ted. These two 
19. 
• • I • .,1. 'f_. . ' l·, (, • ' 
hypotheses, one poncerning the possible facilitory effect of 
. \ 
a particular linguistic pattern ' on nonverbal tasks . of formal 
" . ~ . 
operations and the other co.ncerning the p'ossible facilitory 
ef:fect of a particul~r linguistic pattern on verbal t.asks 
of formal operations, .will be th~ major· hypothes~s to be 
'VI - . 
investigated in the present research. 
G 
PROCEDURE AND EXPERIMENTAL - DESIGN 
· Aims of s·tudy 
The primary. pu_rpose of the present investigation 
was to assess the . relationship between a child's.level of 
formal ~perational ·re.asonirtf'and characteristics of his · 
spontaneous speech. The variables of specific concern were 
1.. 
the mean length of T-units, a measure of linguistic com-
. . / 
plexi ty, and frequen'?y o~ .use of tentative statements. · 
Both verbal 'and nonverbal ."forms of operational reason~ng 
,J, . 
. 
tasks were employed ·to investigate this relationship acros.s 
grades 4 1 6 and 8. 
A t6tal\9f 144 subjects were selected from two 
. . 
schools und·er the Roman Catholic · school Board of St. John's, 
·, ' 
Newfoundland. Eorty-eight subjects were selected from eac~ 
• 
- ., 
' f 
' . 20. 
of grades 4,. 6 and This age range, from approximately· 
10 years to approxima ely 14 years, was considered appro-
priate to determin 
, ' ' 
as a child progre~ses from the 
'concrete to formal reasoning stage, ·~ny facilitory effects 
of Ii~guistic patterns ~~e . op~rating. 
The children in the sample were selected with the 
. 
following constraints:· 
No child in the sample obtained a scaled IQ score lower 
' ' . 
than 80 on . the Raven's Progressive Matrices Test. This 
precaution was taken to ensure that all the children in the 
sample were at least within a normal IQ range. 
No 'child in the sample came from a socioeconomic level ' 
lower than _30.00 _as measured by the Blishen Socio-Economic 
Index for Occupations in Canada -(B~ishen, 1967). This sc~le 
. .,. 
has a mean of 35.58 and standard deviation of 10.74· for the 
Newfoundland s'ample. "The cut-off'' point of 30.00 resulted 
in only the hi~hest 53% ~f the occupations being included in 
.... 
the sample. This constraint was imposed to minimize the 
Q ' 
• 
\ 
~ffect of social clas~ on the tas~s to be pres~nted . 
. 3 •· All the children 'in the ·sa~ple ·were boys. It was decided 
to. inves.tigate only one sex in · view of the large number Qf 
subjects t9 be tested, and, since Laban's (1963) research 
/ 
had indtcated that boys' ·speech ~atterns tended to be more 
variable· than that of girls' , boys were ... chosen for· the present 
' investigation. It should be pointed out that while no sex 
effect~ have been·foun~ with respect to formal reasoning 
skills (O'Brien and Shapiro, 1968), it ~ay be possible that 
' . 
. '
\ 
•' 
-. ·, 
\ . 
·' " 
.. · 
t .he language skills. of g5is interact d~fferently with 
formal reasoning than they do' for boys ~·o tha'& tqe results 
of the present study must be interpreted cautiously with 
•. 
respect ·to gir~s. 
21. 
4. None of the children in the sa~ple had failed any grade. 
. . 
This precaution was taken to ensure that all the children at 
each grade ~evel had had similar e~ucational backgrounds anB 
were progr~ssing through sc~ool at the normal rate. 
A description of the sample with ~espect to the means 
' 
and' standard devi~tions of -the Rav.eri' s IQ, ~ge and SES ··var i-:. ··;: .. ~ 
'·· 
" ables is· presented for each grade in Appendix B. 
O~~r of Task Administration 
.. \ ' 
The da~a collection proceeded for .a period o~ fQur 
months from .February 197~to J~ne 1973. The collection of 
data on each task was completed for all subjects betore 
subsequent tasks were presented and proceeded in the following 
order: 
1 .. The Raven's Progressive Matrices Test was administered 
to several class groups at each grade level. In one of the 
. . ' 
schools employed, the Vice-Principal had administered this 
D ~ 
test two weeks previous to the time that the ?~e~ent experi-
.. . . . 
menter g~~ned access to this sth ol so that it was decided 
to use the sc~res obtained f~o~ hi.s administration. In the 
second sch~ol~ ·this task was s per~ised by ~he present 
researcher. In both cas'es, .the test was administered to • 
. .. 
groups of approximately . 30 subjects with no time limit imposed. 
,. 
The raw score of each subject was then transforrned . to a ~ 
. ' · 
./ 
22. 
scaled IQ sbo~e . based on norms established ~e;eral years 
. • I . . . . 
previously for ~, 000· scho~l chilch;en/ the St. Jo~~' s area. 
On the basis of these scores, subjects inappropriate for ' 
. selection were eliminated. ~ 
2. The Peabody Picture Vocabulary ·. Test was then administered 
' I 
' 
indi vid~ally to each subject select'ed for the final sample. 
The purpose of this test was to provide a 'traditional' 
estimate of ,each child's verbal intel ligence in .or~er to I . <f'o. 
I 
compare 
l 
ability 
its effectiveness in predict~ng formal _reasoning 
I . 
with the effectiveness of th~ present measures 
, ' 1 '"' . 
employe~:. the mean .T-unlt length and ~he frequency of ·use of 
.tentative statements. • ~ . 
3. During the ' same session, afte~ th~ Peabody Pictu~e 
Vocab~lary Test· had b~en administered, a speech sample was 
obtained from each subject following .a \ procedure to be 
detailed below. 
20-30 minutes . . 
The enti\ session laste~ approximat~ly . 
4. A probl~m-solving task developed by Neimark and · Lewis 
. . 
(1967) was then administered, again on an individual basis, 
! I . 
I '· • 
with each sess~on lastin9 from 30-60 ~inutes. . "' 
5. The Equilibrium · in 'the Balapce tas.k deve).oped by Inhelder 
- . ~ 
and Piaget (l958) was then administered ; individuqlly., with 
. . 
sessions lasting from 10-20 minutes: 
6. A task developed by Weitz, Bynum and Thomas {1971) was 
I 
I • 
i!1 the final task presente d. Thi.s task was administered- on a 
I· 
group~ basis with 20-30 subjects per group and was ·untim~d. 
- • ' I 
Subjects required from 20-50 minutes to ~complete the task • 
.. 
. . 
. 
.. 
·' 
,. 
) 
- . ' 
) 
-
' • 
'· 
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Instrumentation 
Procedure -·and materials used to obtain sp.ee~h samples. 
. . 
To assess ·a child's ling~istic code, Turner and Pickvance 
/.. . (1971) ~rnployed two different tasks ~o obtain the speech 
sample required for analysis. In the first task, the chil~· 
was given three set.s ·of. .fo-ur pictures each, each set corn-. 
prising a short story. · The ch_ild was then requested tq 
verbalize the story in his own words to the experimenter~. 
In the second task, the child was given three picture post~ 
cards, one at a time, of p~intings by T~otin, · ~nd asked to _------------
. . -
describe 'what was ta:{dng p~ace ilJ each picture . . Loban _ ( 1963) 
similar 
i.., ( 
this 
J 
used -a task to latter one., employing six pictures 
• 
ratfier than . three,· and encouraged the child .to report wh.at 
he saw in each, one_. ~ 
For the present research~ a similar tec~nique was 
ernplbyed. T~ree large colour photographs were presen~ed one 
' d .. ' ... • 
at a time to·~ach chi~d • . These photographs were_ ~eiected 
from a s.eries of educational photo<::Jraphs intended for group 
discussions in elementary schools compiled by owen (1972, 
t 
photogr_ap:g.s lB/15, lB/16, lB/17). The first photograph showed 
~ 
two young· boys sitting at a table covered with books and 
· papers. A·man who is likely t~eir father ~s standing behind 
one of the boys, speaking to hi~ and pointing to something 
. ,..,. 
in. one of the books. The second photograph was of a young 
.. . 
'I · /1 . • 
- Indian boy and a .very old -. Indian man with ' l~ng white hair 
.and a long white beard, sitting in front of what ' appears to 
• o I 
The old ~ man be a handi~raf€ ~hdp. is talkin9 to the ypung , 
.. 
,li. 
't. 
-. 
.· 
•' 
.. 
' ' 
i .. - \. 
'\ 
.. 
! • ' 
, . . 
' . 
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bqy and the young ·boy. is taking notes on· a s~all p~d with 
' . 
. ·a pen. , The last photograph showed a young boy and a middle-
aged man, both holding' wrenches, attempting to repair the 
boy's broken bicycle. It was hoped that, since these 
photographs all pictu~ed young boys engaged in familiar 
. . ' . ~ 
.(! 
:· 
.. ac-t:ivities, the boys ·in · the sample would have no difficulty ~~~ 
. . . ; . . ·. ~ ;i'~ . 
·in discussing .wha,t was ·t~king place in each one. · ~;:t · 
• 0 
Before· taping ;was 'begun·,· the · experimenter greeted 
the subject, asked him to come and sit besiQe her at . a table . 
. ' . 
and tol~ him that he was to be shown three ~ictures and .that 
he. was·- to dJ'scrib~ what~ saw ip each one. Dur'ing the 
sh~w~ng ·of the photographs, the experi'menter interfered wi tl) 
the child's ." s~ech production . as little as possible b~ only · 
encour~ging the ~hild whe~ spe~ch haa-stoppe.d. The experirnepter 
. ( . , ,. 
never · ~sked specific questions about :the photographs- .and ' ·. · 
limit.ed questioning to phras'es such as "Whqt else do you see 
in the-picture? 
.-/"' ' 
What else is happening in the .. picture?· cim 
.you tell me anything more about the . picture?" Eaoh interview 
' 
was recorded on tapes which were subsequently trans.cribed 
for analysis. • 
I 
' It ·should be note~ here that a possibl~ limitati on 
~ 
7: of the present .study 'lies ~+n "the .. limited .conditioqs ernp~oy.ed 
~ . .· 
.for the collection of the speech samples • . However\. the . 
·procedure is nev~rtheless cdmp~rable· to other studies ' in the 
literature to date. ..· 
· ~. . 
Description of speec~measurements. The 
• l 
speech samples were analysed for the mean length 
in~A:Ji¢iual . 
;-:it .. ~;_. ~.,' ' 
o~\·:~·::~ni ts 
::--'· 
- ' 
• 
• ' 
. '· 
, .. .._ 
· - ~ \ 
'- .~ 
"·'1 
', ! 
I 
I 
I 
•. 
.. 
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· · .by the. procedure de~elop~d~by )iunt . ~1965, pp. ·20-22). 
AS stated previously, the me~n length of ·T~units is a · 
. . . . . 
_re~iable measure, of ~inguistic~ maturaty and· is ·.·an indii:a-t::ion 
of the· amo'unt of ~ubotdinati.on typically us~d by the spea~er. 
Thi·s measure is comparable to the "meas~r~ . of . subordifiati~n 
· sug_g~s-ted by Berns·tein (1962) .and that ·suggested by Loban 
(1963). ... 
o . The individual speech · samples were also analysed 
. - . ' ~ 
· . . for the frequency of ,occurr~nce · ~f tentative statement's. 
' ' -
· . The ty~es of tentative statements selected were those r~p?rt~~ 
'b.Y ·Turner and Pickvance (1971) as being related .·t:o the ·. 
,• 
'elaborate' code. These statements were of I the following· 
types: · 
1. Egocent~ic seq~e~ces 'I. think' ~ 
I ' 
2. · Indirect ·questions ques~ions prefaced by 'I wohder, 
. . 
I can't think, I don' 't know' · 
. . ·• . . ., 
3. Assessment~ of possibility and probability - modal adjuncts 
slich as 'perhaps • . and· 'maybe' and verbal auxillia.ries· su.ch 
as· 'might 1:;>~' .and . 1 could be 1 • 
4. suppositions based _' ~n perception 
as if ·, looks like , , looks as tho~gh' • 
staternen'ts 'wi.th 1 looks 
. 5. Also included in the analysis. were the disjunctives , , 
condition.als and suppositions whicf1· were not evident 
-~-y:ar-'old' sample studied. by TurneF and Pickvance 
in the 
(1971) 
" ~· ' 
. 
but which were observed -in the older children studied in the . 
·present· inyestigation •. 
\ · 
' . 
0 
,, 
··. 
/ 
Description of the .Neimark and Lewis ·problem-&olving 
. . ' -~ ._ 
. , . . 
task. This task is ~a relatively · language-free tas.k which 
. ~ test~ for"· th~ development of logical problem-solving 
' 
strategies. Neimark and Lewis . (1967) f~und that these 
stra~egies emerge in children at about 11-1~ years of ag~ 
and ,that perf~ma~ce on this task improves steadily ·through-
\ I t ' 11 
'· 
adole$cence. In a ·further study, NE?imark (1970) found that. 
I• 
.this task correlated significantly with Inhelder and Piaget's 
(1958) ·concept of .. correlatiqn · task. It appears,, therefore, 
tbat this task reliably assesses a child's level of .formal · 
·' operational r~asoning. Consequently, it was employed t~ 
p~~v~de a ~onverbal m~asure of· ~ac? (ild' s level of r~asoni.ng 
alh 11. t y • "'~ . · - . · ·· 
" 
· ·. Fo:t' this task, 'the" subject is given an answer. sheet 
with n patterns ·with each pattern composed . of k bi~ar'y 
·elements (b~ack. an~ ~~~e circl~s). A si~plified· version ·.· 
of the task and •an ex~~ of· the answer sheets appears in 
Appendix 
moveable 
A. He~· s lso given a 9-inch square boprd with k 
shU:.tters qual-ly space~ aro~n.~ a· cl.r~le . 8 .in~hes in 
\ 
diameter. Underneath the board is concea~ed one of the n 
patterns on the answer· shee·t. • The subject must determ;ne 
·' 
wh~ch one of then patterns is hidden .behind the board ·by 
. . 
. uncovering as few of· the shutters ·as· poss.ible. 
~patterns ?? · ~he an_swer s~eet have been .so con-
structed that the rna~imal.strategy for ·solution of ~he probl~m 
is'to open the shutters in sue~ an order·that on each 'move' 
half . . the possibl:e :Qatterns can be eliminated. Any other 
.. 
· ... 
' , 
•· . 
' 
!Wt 
·' ' 
'' 
--· 
". 
' 
' ( 
1, 
·. 
.. 
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strategy will-result in having )"t:o make more than the 
minimal nurnbe~ of 'moves'• 
p'reced~ng tihe testing · session, each subject was 
.. 
. given. a aemonstration of t~e task. for this -purpose, :the 
·. . 
· ~ul?je_c.t. was given ~ · board 1w.i_t...l:!..J:~ree shutt~~s _and ~- answ'e~ 
. . . .. ~ ' . . . . 
~heet containing four possib~e patterns. The experimenber 
.· 
opened one shutter and asked the.subject which of -the four 
P.~~terns coulp_ then fe eliminated·. .The su~ject' was :then -
. . ., -
askea which of the shutt~rs - should be opened_ --~ext :i~ yrder 
to solve ·the ·probl~m. R~gardless of. the subject's chc;?ice, 
it was always-pointed out to him which move solved th~ ~roblem 
and which· did not. ·.The !?Ubject then performed four ·practice 
problems . to familiarize him with the mechanics ·of th~ - pro~ 
cedure. Two o~ t:hese probl~ms consiste'd of. four shutters· 
.. . ·' . -
and six possible patterns -and the"other -two consisted of 
f9ur s~utters ·and ei,ght . pos~ib.le patterns •. 
- ~ . . 
For each problem, the·o subject -was required, )upon;, 
opening a shutter, to write down the .letter of · the shutter 
opened' on· the ~ppropriate line (e.g. whether ±t was the· fir~t, 
. . 
~econd, third, etc.), and to write -the letter of theshutter 
... 
- acro'ss Eiach pattern which h~_d been e~_im:j..nated as .a result 
., .. 
of the i~formatiori gai:r:1e.d from open{ng that particular 
" 
shutter .. . 
I - .. Fo~l9.wing· tliese pract~qe problems , the sub] ect was 
~ 
pre~E:mted· VIi th eight experimental ·problems which consisted 
o f a board wi-th e i ght shutters and an answer sheet whi·ch 
cont a i ned e i ght possi ble patterns f or e a c h problem. 
. . 
From 
! 
•' 
.. 
' . 
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this point, the experimenter ·po longer· interfered with the 
subject except · to make sure that the s~~j~c~ elimln~ted the 
~ ' 
correct patterns on each move. 
The scoring procedure is based on a reduction of 
uncertainty me-asure: H: where H=log 2n.. If tHe problem 
' 
. consists . of four shutters and four patterns..,~ the amount of 
information required to solve the problem is two bits. I£ 
·' 
the _problem 'consists of eight s~utters and1 e_ight patterns, 
three bits of information are required. Sin be the answer 
' . 
' '\ 
-sheet is constructed so that the maximum amount o£ inform-
qtion which can be gained on any 0ne move is one bit, a 
minimum of two moves is required to solve a problem with 
. ~our shutters and four patterns_ and a minimum of three moves 
' is required :when the problem. consists . of eight· shutters ·and 
. . ' 
eight patterns . .' On. each move·, the expected informational 
outcome, E, is ~alculated by weighting each informational_ 
' ". 
outcome by the· probability of its occurrence, assuming each 
pattern on the· 'answer sh~et has. a~ equa~ chance o£ be·i~g \_ 
- ~ , 
concealed behind the board. Therefore, in the case where · 
only one alternative f~om four has· been eliminated, ther~by 
pro~r.iding only .415 bits qf . in~ormat~on, E=· ~ 25 (2 .b-its) ·+ 
.75 (.415 bits)=.Sll bits. · The scores for each move ·are 
sunumid· ·across all the moves and divided by the total number 
. ~f ~ove~ n~~bt~in a score for each problem. These scores _____ , 
are thezj' sred· acro~s all the pro~lems and divided by the 
total number of_. problems to obtain a s;Lngle score for each 
t' ' 
subje:c The maximum per~ormance is indicated by a score of 
1. 00. 
-· . 
J 
', 
ll 
. ·' 
. . . 
. , 
' . 
.. 
Description o ·f Inhe:laer · and Piaget 1 s equilibrium 
J • ' 
in· the ·balance task. 
. t :· 
The -~urpose of . this task 1 is ·to· test 
:29.:--
for the understanding of a physical principle and to assess· 
• - J 
a c~ild 1 s development of proportional· schemata. This task . ~ 
.:. 
has been widely'. employed in .the. past to assess a child 1 s · 
t.. . 
. . ~ ~ . 
level pf formal operational_· reason_ing (e._g. ·Lovell-, · 1961; 
Bart, 197.~.·; Jones, 1972) 1 - and both Ward (personal cornrnunicat- · 
ion,· 197 3): and Jones (personal c ·omrnunication, .19'7 3) _haye 
. . 
fbund .this ta~k to be o~e .with considerable potential in 
. . 
terms of discrimin,ating a wide · range of levels of ~ev~lopment .. 
'I For - these· reasons' .this 'task ' was' selected for th~ present. 
,, \ 
{> .. 
investigation. .-
A modified' p~o~~dure of· that developed by.; -Inhelde:r;: 
and Pia~et (1958,) and o{ that= ·developed: hy -Lovell (1961) was 
employed in the present research. Each child· was given· six . 
' ' 
problemp to 'solve. On the first prob:lem, the subject ·.;;as_ ·: · 
t 
presented with the balance in equilibrium with .t _wo weight~ 
. ' 
of equal size, one on each ar~ at equal distances from -the 
·fulcrum ~ The experimenter then added a weight of a differ.ent. · 
size to one ~ide· of the balance an~ the' subject was 'asked 
. . ~ . .. 
i;f he coUld' make the arms straight across once more by '.~ ·, 
a~ding. a weight to the other side. The s_econd pro~le!l\. 
required solution to · a .2:1 ratio' of balancing.~h~ weights 
and · the thir~ problem' required the subject to reverse the 
' ' . 
situation of problem two when equilibrium has been · achieved • 
• 
If the subject .'was unable to . achieve 'equi).ibrium :i,n the 
second prqblern, a balanced arm was presented -to. ,him and ~~ . ': 
'l' . 
· (- .• . 
,' . 
' · 
, . 
,., 
:""· ' 
.• 
'.• 
. . 
was ·asked "if he ·could now reverse th'e we·ights. The -"ourth' 
. , 
. . 
problem required soluti..on to' ~ do'\.lble us~ of tl).e 2:1 ratio 
., of balancing weight·s .. The fifth ·problem r 'equired the 
subject to predict wher~ ·.on the 'ar.~~ . two w~igh\s of 5; 2 
30, • 
. ,.; ( . . . .... ...... . 
ratio ··shou,.J:.d be placed to .ac}+iev~ · equ'iiil~.rium· and the final 
. . ' . . ·, ' .:.. "; 
problem required·. _the subject to predict the. oUtCO'f!le ' of 
· p.l-~cing :an ·;ddi tion·a.l weig~t on on~ side of t~e balance ·· 
when .. it ·was · 'in e'quilibrium . . Following solut:ion 
s.oltiti~n _to· ~ach probl~m-~· the sub.ject ~-~s ask~d 
or . at tempted 
~ · .. 
why he had 
• I . -
·moved the weights in the manner that he had. Iri 
~ ' . .. 
following_ the· pres.ent~tion of . the- final problem, each subject . . 
F I 
f 
was· · asked if -he could .formulate a rule about how to ·balance· 
weights, •. taking into account bpth the. weights" and .the 
' . · _..!-- · 
! . 
: • di~·tan~_e_ ,f~bm ~he . centr~. An e~ample' .of the. appar·a~u~ and 
' the'. specifics of the. problems anp ~the questions. are showp '. 
in · A~pendix . A~ 
.. The task was scored 'on the- basis of ·protocol·s ·· fr'am . ·~ 
:- '0~ . y . . . . . . . ~ . 
both · :Enhelder and Pia'get· (1958)' and 'Loveli {1961) •. A· 'totat -
' I • 
. . . . . . . ·. . \ , 
of· seven stages were· categorized •from. the data with . th'e l_eas~; 
. . . 
" · o'-
• . . . 
deve~oped frm:nal rea~oning abili'ty assigned. to leve l 1 and 
. . .· • , "" . -... I • . c:,_. . . • ' 
the -most developed formal reasqning ·ability assigned/ to +eve;. · 
. . - . . 
7. ' Brief~y, subjects·w~re assigned · to level 1 'if they · 
• < • 
att~~pted to. baiance tthe .arm by holding it. up with:their · 
' ' . . ' . . . . . \ . 
. . I . 
han~~· · Subjects were ass~gned, to level 2 if "t7hey were unable. 
to. add equal· \'?~ighfs. at equ_al distances .· in·· t!le first p~oblern~> 
. : ~ 
' •• I ' ' • • • I > • • 
~ " • ~ - .:lo :.,. 0 •• ' ~ ~ • 
.. 
' ' 
.· 
. . ~ ' 
_, 
... 
.. 
~ . . 
' .. ~ 
Level · 3'·was . assigned to •the subje.ct if he ·-was unable to ... , 
·'reverse. ~ - balan·c.e in .equilib~·ib .. · Assig·nm~I\t to · ·ieve~ : 4 · · ~ . ; ! " • 
. I . . :, 
·. ~·,. 
·. 
~ . . . 
·; 
'• ' 
' 
' 
... 
. 
,. 
. . 
. . 
'· . . 
•.' . 
., 
' ~ 
' 
' 
. . ' 
' ) 
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·' 
resulted if the sub:ject~ ~ppr'?ach~d. 'solu.tion' to the ·rati6 
Jill . _, ., ·• . .''\.. . 
proble~s in ~ - trial and err~r fasbion. Subje6ts were 
~. '· assigned t~ lev~l 5 . if they ap~;oached . the ratio -probiems •' ' 
~ . · . ~ 
: ~ystematically but' oWit~out . appz:eciation of met~~C. pr'op_ortion~ 
~ 0 . • 
' . 
ality . . : L'~yel 6 ·was assigned if . the sub)ec"t: apptpach~d ·the~ 
, ·' , I ' I 
: · ratio probl·em~ ·metrically and ley~l 7. if. the s~bj ect ,. 
0 
· explained ~{s actions and the rule in terms of a ~ystern 
.~ ... ' . 
. · ~~ :cornpEmsatio_ns petween . the we~gpts _ -and .their dist~·nce 'rom 
·. the fulcrum·. . ,1 
. -. 
a . 
Since ·performance on 
. ' 
. • J 
tbis task is · asse~~ed by tne· 
use of - b~tl:l· the verbal. ~nd . nonv.erl?a:l _response's ' of . the . . ' 
• • .. - . - .. , • l - ' • 
~ . ' . . 
... subjects, it . wa's . selected to .p:r;ovi.de ~ 'measure of formal 
reasoning_ .. ability for ' ea_ch' child which might li'e b~tween ' 
. those of the Neimark and Weitz tas·ks. 
. . • J : . , .. 
• • I > t · ·~ Description of the. Wei t~·, · Bynum and · Thomas 'task •.. .. 
' . . 
/J 
'Thi~ task i~ a cqmpletely verbal fo.rm ·of i terns requiring 
- 'formal logic'al operations for thei'r solution. ~~ '' ' . We1tz (1971) 
•, ' I' • c:'!. ' . • • 
has ·found this -task to be~ a . relia}:>J.e ll\easur~ of .~?rm~l . 
' Q 
reason~ng in children from 9 :ho 15 . yea'rs o 'f 'age. He found -. 
. . . ~ ,. 
. that as a child gr'ows older_, ·.he is -~ble tp correctly answer-
-' • •\ • I • 
f • ' \ 
an increas~ng nurilber of tl;l~ i tem·s . on thi's t~sk ·whicJ:. is . 
• ' I o 'I) ' ' , • • • 
.. .. 
· ·composed of 12 binary propositions of fo~mal iogic. Con-
. ' _' . . ~ ' I .·. 
. .. , 
·' 
. . . 
, : :" . 
• I - 0 '" s~quently; tfiis :task w~s chosen to a~Ses~ eac~ child's level 
. . .\ . l . _, , 
of ~ormal reas~ning 'ability 'on a verbal form of . such a 'task. 
. .. ) . . . ' . ..; . ~ : . , 
. . ""*· . . ... . 
and was intendea ~~~o to serve as a comP.a~is~n _ to the two 
' . ,. 
ot.~er tasks: the onon-verbal task -o~ Neiffiark and the verbal ·· 
··, 
and nonverbal task- pf · Inhelder and P iaget. · 
' .. 
' . I y . 
·-
.. 
. ! 
/ 
'. 
-. 
6' 
• 0 
' ' ' 
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'· Thi~ _task.') - ~hich is ~~produced in Appendix· ~' was• 
" 
scored by. summing the number of ite~s answered correctly. 
~ 0 ~ 
DESCRIPTION or STATISTICAL ~NALYSIS 
• r 
-
, The simple relat'ionsh~p · between. e~ch of the langu~ge 
... v • • 
variables and each of the operational reasqning measure~ 
was as,ses,!iie~ through use of the Pears9n product-moment 
~correlation coefficient. such correlation coefficients were 
calcuiated for .each grade.level s~parately.~ In -order to 
- ~ 
.• 
examine the mul; tiple .,relationship betwee'n reasoniJ:?-g abill ty 
. - ~ 
and.the group of , language va~iables, a compute~ized stepwise 
. ~egress~h analysis was performed.~ 
• ~~, l 
.,q ' • Only :certain language, 
. .. 
'variables· w_ere grouped together for 
• • •• 0 .. 
inclusion ·in the regression 
. . 
canalysis foll~wing . a racional'e t-o be outlined . below. The 
·1 . 
stepwise regression proc~dure \'!aS thus used. in ·a · soin'~what 
• . . - J 
. 'limited se'nse to a'eter~ine th~ un.iqtie COn~ribution of a 
- . 0 
parti~ular variable-~ongst _ a subset corngosed 0~ variables 
f • ' ' I f :• ' " "' 
individ~ally signif'icari't ·in their r~latidnship'· with the 
' ~ . .. 
criterion measure. 
. ' 
Regression analyses were performed 
sepa~ately for each grad~ level and 'for /each of· the problem- 1 
... . . t l • 
solving" ta~ks ~ 
StepwiseoRegression 
-, 
0 · 
The nature o~ stepwise regress~on is such that the 
.. 
predictor va~iables are ' 'entered -into th,e r,egr_ession equation 
- . -~ , . . .. 
. . . - . . . 
one at a time with the" order of 'entry·deperlaent upon the. 
t:l • , , .. .. 
' amount~f additional variance accounted fo~ -from greatest 
~~ . 
. . 1 '""' 
1. , ~ 
. o. 
~ . 
' 
.. 
. ' 
~ .-
to leasu·. In this manner it is pos"si!:?le <·~iJ;aeter!Jline the 
. . t;l . . . . 
order of best pred,iction amongst the variable·s apd to 
1'1 • • ' .. 
determine the amount -of ~t'it¢rJ~n-score variance they account 
' D 1 , - ., ~· 0 • , 
• • ...... ! -· ~ 
for. The followi~g · ihformation is ,output .. ~y _tl)e· .analysis: 
1. multiple R, a measure of -relationship between . the · 
cr~terioh measure and the set of predictor variables in 
regressi6n at a given st~ge. '· 
2. R Square, representing the propo~tion ·of criterion-Jc~re· 
variance accounted for by the equation predicting the 
criteri6n variable a~ _a given stage. 
3. simpleR, a measure of ~he simple relationship between . 
a.criterion variable and the variable entered into regre~sion 
' 
at a give~ stage. • 
0 
4. an ·F value, result of the F test to determine the ,.. 
significance of the contr~bu~ion of the predicto~ variable 
which das·enteretl into regression at a 9iven stag~. ~~is 
~test is made to ' determine the relative effect of the 
,. 
entering pre~ictor ,variable in excess of the effect of othe~ 
variables already entered into r~gression. 
The 'Criteridn Variables 
I 
I • 
The crit~rion variables were: · 
1~ The score obtained by each subject on the N~imark and 
Lewis tas·k. 
0 
2. The score- obtained ' by each subject on t~e Inhelder and 
P i_~get task . . 
3. The score obtained by each subje<?t on · the ·weit.z, Bynum.. . 
and Thomas task. 
~·., 
The Predictor Variables· 
The predicto,r variables emJ?loyed were as follows, 
with the abbreviation .used throughout indicated at the ·end 
.. • ~ .J. . 
of each. 
1. The number o~ words prpduced by each subject (No. Words) 
2. ·The m.\mber of T-uni ts produced by each subject ,(No • . 
.r-u• s) 
3. Tne mean leng~h of the T-units produced by each subject 
,, (ML T-U's) 
<> 
These first three variables will be considered jointly 
as the measures o£ 'verbal fluency. It shoQld be pointed out 
that the mean length of T-units, while being considered a · ' 
• • Q r 
' 
measure of verbal fluency, is also the main index of 
lingui.stic complexity and matt~.ri-ty. 
. ·4. The number of tentative statements produced by each 
subject (No. TS) 
5. The number of .tentative statements produced by each 
" 
·subject expressed as a proportion of the total number of · 
words ' (TS/W) 
The number. of tentative statements category was 
d~vided into three subcategories in order of frequency of 
use as follows: 
'\ .: 
6. The number of supp9sitions based on perception produced ~ 
by each subject (Supp. Per.) 
7. Th~· number of dis.junctives used by each :"subj e ct (Disjun ~· ) 
8. The combined total of remaining types of tentative 
. 
. st~tements produced by each subject ·(OTS) 
; ... / 
9. The proportion of su~posi t~ons based. on· 'perception to 
the total number of words produced by each subject (Supp. 
' . Per./W) 
10. The proportion of disjunctives to the total number of 
words prdduced by eac~ sub)ect ' (Dis jun. /W) 
35. 
11. The t:roportion of the other types ;of tentative statements 
to the· total number o£ words produc~d .by each subject (OTS/-W) ~ 
. 
' 12; 'rhe scaled .IQ score obt,.ain~d by each subject on the 
~ 
Peabody Picture Vocab~lary Test (PIQ) 
Stages of Analysi~ . ' 
The predictor va.riables 1we·re entere.d into the re-
gression analysis in three distinct stages ~s follows: 
Stage 1. If any of the verbal fluency measures 
. . 
showed.a significant simple corr~lation with the task ·under 
consideration, al~ three variables were entered into the 
analysis.' ,This .step vi_as performed to determine the effects 
of these variables when considered ,jointly antl independently 
-: ··" of al.l th~< · ot~er v~riables. ~ . · · . \ 
· Stage 2. If the tentative statements variable showed 
a significant simple correlation ~ith the task, this variable 
was then entered. into the analysis to det~rmine its effect-
~ . 
ivenes~ in conjunction with th~ verbal fluency measures. 
In additiorr, if aqy of the other· tentative statements variables 
showed· a ~ore significant correlati'on with the task than the 
number of tentative sta·tements ~hat0variable was ' subs.equently 
' 
entered into the analysis, again to deterrnine ,its effectivensss 
in COJ:.ljunc.tion wi~ the .fluency measures .... 
I 
·, 
.. 
.. -. 
.. . 
.· 
.. ' .. ' 
~ ~ 
Stage 3. This stage considered the e~fect on the 
"significance of the ·language variables when they ·wers· ·in 
the presence ~f the · 'traditional' meashr~of ~erbal intell-
. ' 
igence, PIQ. This var~able was entered into the analysis 
firs£, followed by those languag~ variables which were 
entered into "the regression equati_ons during Stages 1 and 
•, 
2 • 
. {}' 
' ' 
Suppl~mentaty Analy~is 
-, 
36. 
1
. For the· analysis_ of results~ .the age, ~ioeconomic 
status (SES) .'and Rav~' s -IQ, (~IQ) v~~iable\ ~er~ not di.rectl.y 
included in the regrassion 'analysis. · The major purpose of 
. ~ " 
' tb~s rese~rch was to determine the relationship between 
' 
language variables during speech and formal operational 
""' reasoning, and to observe the effect on this relationship 
when the language variables are considered in tiYe presence · ·" 
"" ' ' . of ·a 'traditiohal' measure of verbal intelligence • . Since 
all three variables, age,·SES and R~Q ~ere exp~cted to be 
related tb the tasks and to the language variables and_ were 
employed primarily for the purpo~es of selection of the 
. _subjects, 'it Wap decided to leave'these variables OUt of the 
regression analysis in order not ~0 obscure the effect on 
the reasoning tasks of the language variables alon~. Tables 
· 4, 5 and '6 present the simple correlations oi; age, .SES and 
RIQ ·with the language and task variables .for each grad~ and 
the~ will be discussed .separately after the laq~uage and 
verbal IQ measures have been considered. 
:I 
\ ,. , 
. ,. 
·' 
37. 
RESULTS OF. THE DAT~ ANALYSIS 
The means and standard deviations of all the· variabies 
for each grade.level are shown in , Append~~- B along with the 
' I 
complete correl_ation matrices of each variabl~. with each 
. . 
: other variab_le for each grade level. The re.shl ts of the 
0 
correlational and the ·regression analyses. ~or each grade 
follow. 
. 
Results for Grade 4 ~ 
The correlations· to be considered between the language, 
verbal IQ and task variables are'shown in Table 1. 
- Regression analysis -for the Neimark task. Stage 1 
. . . 
of the analysis produced the following ' order .of prediction: 
Variable · Multiple R ·R square S'imple R F Value df 
No. Words .28 .08 .28 4 .. 00 1/,46 
·No. T-U's .33 .11 ~ .24 1.59 1/45 
' . 
ML T-U's .34 .l2 .24 :4o 1/44 
Stage 2 was not per~ormed . ~or this task since, , as is .. 
• evident from Table 1, the required simple correlations did 
• I 
.· 
not reach significpnc~. stag~ 3 of the . ·anal ysis provided .the 
. . 
..,, 
fol1pwing results : 
~ . 
Variable . Simple ·• Multiple R R Square R ,• F Value. df 
· PIQ .oi .oo .01 .-01 1/46 
No. · T-U' S · ~24 .06 . •. 24 2.68 1/45 
ML T-U's .30 .09 .24 :37 1/44 
\ - 1 ·. 32 
.30 .12· • 2'8 1/43 No. Words 
.. I! 
.. 
._ 
.. 
·r 
. I 
' < 
• 
... ' 
TABLE 1 
~ Corr~lations· Between. Task variables and .Language 
and I.'IQ Variables for Grade :4 ..... 
' 
Language and Reaso-ning Tasks 
. '\r~ 
PIQ va:r;ia,bles '(;, Ne~ar~ Pia get Weitz . " 
.. 
No. Words ~ 28* .28* -.13' ' 
No. . T-U' s .24 .28* -.10 . 
.. 
. . 
ML ':\'-U' s . .24 .12 -.18 
.. • 
I 
.. .. 
-.i9 No. TS . .18 .19 
_TS/W- ':"". 02 .09 -.03 
Supp·. - P~r. :08 .10 ., .03 
Disjun. .12 .11 ,, -.11 " . 
OTS . . .13 . I .. .13 ~.25 
. . 
.Supp •. -Per. ;w· .-. 03 -.01 .10 
. ' . 
. 
I 
Di~j':ln./W .OB . 11 -~02 
II: 
OTS/~ -. 06" ;107 -.-14 .. 
., 
PIQ · . • 01 -.02 .12 
*p=. OS 
., ' 
. . 
' , . 
' . 
.. -
.· . . 
I 
.· ' . ' 
·; 
' " 
.. 
r 
l . 
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·, . 
. ~ . . ' . \ 39 • 
.~·- , . Regression analysis for. the Piaget task. stage 1 
produced th_e following order of predic.tion for · the fl"t~ency 
.. 
measures: 
Variable Mu1ltiEle R R Sguare Simele R F Value · df 
}. 
~28 1(4.6 No. T-U' 's . 28 · . . . 0 8 4.00 
ML·T-U's . .·29 .08 . ' .12 .12 1/45 
~ 
Nq. Words . 31 .10 . • 28 .75 1/44 
. . 
for this task since the relevant simple correlations did not , 
. . . 
re~ch significance ~s is evident in Table 1 . . Stage 3 pro-
vided ' the following result: 
~ 
Variable' M'!.llltiple R R Square 
PIQ .oz· ~ .. 0 0 
p ., 
' . 
· No. T-U's .28 .o8 · 
- . ' ML T-U -' s · .28 ~ 0 8 . 
No. Words .31 .10 
.· R~gression analysis for the 
'I 
\ . 
. the fact that none .of ·the relevant 
·.·significantly. with this ta~k "as 'is 
Jl 
Sirn}2le R · F Value " df 
I . .,/ 
-. 02· ~ 03 . 1/46 
.28 ·3. 89 
" 
1/45 
.12 .14 1/44 
.28 '• 74. 1/43 . 
f 
Weitz ·task. in view . of 
variables ·correlated 
evident in .Table 1, none 
of the three stages of the anal:'ys_is were performed for this 
task. 
·, 
It appears that the 
hypotheses ·concerning the use of tentative statements and the\ 
·. ~ _use of cOI_nplex· li'ng~istic pat~erns have · no't .been.· support.ed 
.. . 
at th~s grade leve.l. No~e of the tasks presel!ted were · 
significantly· related·· to either the number of tentative . . 
. 
' . 
. 
• • 'y 
• . r: 
· -' 
~ 
.· 
: 
...... 
-~ . , · 
I ' 
statements no.p to 'the mean length of 
~ 
.\ -
T-uni ts. · Of the 
language variables, ~.owever, the number of words · was sig-
nificantly related to th'e Neirnark task and /both the number 
Col - • { • - • 
of words and the nwnber of T-tinits were signi~icantly relat~d · 
to . the ~ia~et task. Since both these variab_les are highly 
correlated measures of volume (r=.97, p~.OOl)t it appears 
I 
that' ·the amount of language' a ch'ild produces at this grade 
level is -related in some May to performance on these tasks 
. . 
of :formal reasoning. ·The. fluency me~sui:es ih questio.n tended 
to remain of borderline significance in ~he pr~sence of the 
. ' 
Peabody IQ." 
. ' ,. 
Results fo~ Grade 6 
. ! 
..... ... ~---~ 
, I 
(' . 
. The correlations to be ·cons.idered i;>etween the language, 
. ' 
verbal IQ and task variables are shown in· Table 2 • 
. Regression analysis for the Neimark task. Stage 1 . 
.. 
· of the an~lysis was not E'erformed since·, ~.'s is evident · in 
,. . 
Table 2·, 'none of the thre,e fluency· variables showed ·a sig.- ·. 
nificant correlation with the . task. Of . the vari'ables under 
considerati~n in S~age . 2~ the suppositions ·based on perceptipn· 
I ~ \,. 
expressed· as a.proportion of the totpl number of words was 
. . 
sign_ificantly related tcr the task and when placed in the 
' 
regres_sion analysis with :the flue·ncy variables pr,oduced 'tli~ 
following result: 
Variable Mu1tiple ·R R sgu'are 
: 
Supp.Per~/W · .• 29 .08 
0. 
No. ·Words · • 35 .12·. 
*p=.05 
• ' . 
, . <1 • ,. 
.. ~ 
.SimEle R 
.. 
.29 
,18 
F .Value .. df 
4.18* 
~ 
1.93 
' 1/46 
1/45 
·1 -
'P . 
f 
. .
, ' 
' ' 
. r-· 
Correlations Between Ta~k Variables ~nd Language 
·an¢1 ~IQ Variables for Grade' 6 
Languag·e and 
PIQ Vari'ables 
No. words 
No·. T-U's 
ML. T-U~s 
No • . T~ 
.. 
TS/W . 
s_upp. Per. 
Dis jun. 
OTS 
.. 
Supp. Per. /W, 
· .Dis jun. /W 
OTS/W 
PIQ, 
*p<.OS 
;jl 
. ~ 
,. 
_, 
''. 
0 
Reasoning ;asks 
·N.eimark Piag~t 
~18 .18 
.·14 ' ' .14 
.12 .:10 
.22~ •. 19 
.Z3 ·.13 
.27 .13 
. .14 ' . • 15 
.03 \ .16 
.29* .10 
·.]. 8 . • 04 
-. 04 . .08 
... . 
• 16 ' - -.04 
I . 
' 
~ 
I . 
,, 
.... 
Weitz 
.00 
-. 01 
-.04 
. 30.* 
. 30* 
. 30,*' 
• 20 ' 
.14 
.27 
.14 
·.13 
.)4 * . 
'\ 
.. -
41. I 
/ 
11 
I : 
' : 
) 
, 
• J 
42. 
' . Those variables in regression a~ Stage 2 were subsequently 
entered into regression in ~the presence of the PIQ v~~iable 
to pro~uce t£e foliowing re~ults1 : ~ 
I . I 
Variable Multiple R R· Square Sitnple R F Value d.f I 
~-
.1/46 P~Q .16 .03 .16 1.26 
supp.Per./W .30 • 09 . • 2.9 3'. 30 1/45 
No~ Words .36 .13 . .18 1.89 1/44 
v • 
Regression ·analysis for the Piaget task. No regression 
analyses· were performed for this task since, as is ·evident 
from Table 2 ~ none of the variables, in. question bor~ a 
signi~icant-relation to this task. 
Regression analysis for the Weitz task. Again, as 
for the other two tasks 1 Stage 1 o~ the analys.is .was not 
. . 
carried out since as Table 2 indicates, · none of the fluency 
measures wer~lated·to.this task. As the number pf tentative 
statements variable did" show a significant·relation to the. 
- task 1 this · variable was · included in Stage 2 and yielde¢1 the 
-followirig"result: 
variable MultiEle R . R sguare SimEle R F Value df 
' 
~No.· TS .30 . 09. .30 4.73* 1/46 
I 
1)45 ML T-t,J's .33 .11 ...;.04 • 8"8 
No. T-U's .34 .11 -.oi .16 " 1/44 
· No. · Words .38 .14 !00 .15 ~/43 . 
' *p<.05 
. \ . . . . . 1The .two remaining flu~nc~ variables which ~were entered into ·. 
this . an~ ·the previous atralysis at. this stage presumably ·. made 
only a negligible change· in ·. the -Multiple R ·and were' therefore 
,not listed in the output • . 
. .- ·'~ 
' 
. ' 
I 
.. 
' ". 
. ' 
·. 
. . , , 
,43 .• 
While other. tenta'tive · statements variables .were 
. 
. . 
significantly related 'to the task' . ~they did n~t shaw a ~gre~t~i 
correl;ati'b'ri tpan the number of · tenta.tive stat"ernents variable 
. itself and was therefore not ·included in any ·further analys~s. · 
s .tage; 3 of th~ analysi_s produced the_ fol'lowing result: 
variable Multiple R R Squaie · ·simple "R F Value df 
·• 34 .12 • 34 5.98* I 
f 
• 
. PIQ ) 1/46 I r. ,, • 
No .• ·T~ .41 .17 . 3f. -~· 9.3 ..... .! ~/45 
..... (..· 
ML· T-U's ~43 " . . 18 .... ' -. 04 .• 86 
. .. ' ~ . 
No. T-u··s . 43 ·. 
~ 
l 
.19 - ·. 01 
,fl ' 
~ ·o.7 ·1/43 . 
•. . 
No~ Words • 45 . • 20. • 00 . ;t..o'4 
*R<. OS· .· 
. .. . .. 
Sununary of results .for ·Grade 6. It appea~s 'that·, as 
in GraCie 4, the · hypothesis "'bo;cerning the use of coinpl~§!x ··- · ~ 
'- \- I . ' • . · 
.~tructures of langu.age ha~ ~at. b~e·n _sup~orte~~· .. The 'an· __ 
length of T-u~its·_~did · not· s1gn1~1cantly relate · to the ~orrnal 
. . . 
reas9ning r~~uired in any of~the tas~s. presented. The :· 
tentative statements variable at this gt"~de leve~ -, how~ver, 
. did relate to the · Weitz task and a subcategory of these· 
j ' 
statements, the supposi.tions based on "percept·ion., relat.ed to 
. . 
both ·the Neimark and . the Weitz tasks. 
•, 
Some' suppor:t' at this 
~ ' . . . 
grade . level then is evident for the.hypothesi~ · that children 
who make gre'!';ter use of theseustatements are better ab-le ' to 
. . 
. . 
perf~rm fhe ' operatioris·requireq 1i n formal +e~soning. When 
·. <;:r:the ~ te~tat.ive statement~ va.riabl~s . irt. qu.estiori we~e considered . 
o~ ' I • I' • f • , • '" • • 
in the' presence of the Peabody ~Q they · did ~cco~nt for 
. . . 
(I . 
:f' · . 
' ' 
. ·- --- -~--
. . ..J 
._, . . . 
. .• 
,, 
' \ ·, 
. ' 
- \ 
.. , -; 
. ' 
. / 
' . 
.. 
. ·' 
' 
.. 
f : • 
. . 
_: .. 
. .. 
. c 
approximately ,an' ~ddi t'iona~ 6 l?ercent of the va:t-ian~e .. in· 
f.!,~ ' • ' 
.. 
. . . 
reaso~ing . sc~res j-- ;wen .though
1 
this .. change w~_s no_t sta'~~~~~c- ~ _ 
a11y sigilific~nt .. ' . 
Results· foi Qrade 8 
· - · The correlations to be 'considered be.tween the language, . 
' 
verba-l~: 1Q ~. and task v~r-iables are shown in· Table 3. 
I ' .. • 
Regr~ssion . arialysis f0r ~he Nei~ark task. As is 
·evident 
• ~ 0 • • 
from Table 3, 'hone of the -variables. showed a sign.i:-ficant . 
. - . 
. 
. . 
relation to. this .tasJL. Therefore., no' regression a!l_alyse~ w7i::e 
carried.....out. 
"' " 1 • ' Regression analysis for the Pia~et task. Only the 
... 
. ' 
- ~IQ ]!leasure: showed· a s·ignificant corr.elation wit.h the P;i,aget 
. task;. Sinck·,no~e · .·o~ -~he language variables were sig~ificantly 
. . I . \ . 
. related to this· task it was not.necessary to~perfprm Stage 3 
// 'of' the. analysis. ~ . 
• n I 
Regressfo~ · analy~is for the Weitz task. Stag~ 1 of · 
-
the, an'"alysis yielded the_ following results: 
. . 
variable MultiEle R" R sguare SirnEle R. F Value df 
. ~ 
..... 
. ! 
No. Word·s· .37 I .14' . • 37 7.36** 1/46 
... 
·No •.. T-u•s· .37 ~ .• 14 .35 . ... '.13 1/45 
ML T-U's . .44 .20 .-14 . 3. 0~ 1/44 
' ' 
**.p<. ot ' I 
From the " simple correlations · shown in Table 3, it may 
.. 
. be -~oted . tl?-~t ·the . supp~si~~on\ bas~d on percep~ion __ v~~iaW~ · 
was o_f bord~rl;i:ne si~n_i_ficance in i .t:s z;c:.:lati-onship. wjth the 
/ . 
Wei-tz ~t·as~. ···However, th~ c~rrel~ti01l between th~se two v~riables 
' dropped to .10 when the former was ·expressed as a I?ropor_t~on 
• 
' 1 ' 
·. 
, 
. ' 
/ / 
I 
·.~ 
I 
·. 
. , " . 
. -
.. . 
' :: ( 
. _, 
.. 
~ 
.. ,
I 
, 
/ -
. . 
.. 
·, ' 
' 
. 45' • . 
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.. 
. Co~e1atiorrs 'Bet~e~n Task Variab11s. and Language 
• I ' 
,. and PIQ ·variab,1es for Grade 8 
· Langu·age and 
PIQ Vari~Tes 
, 
No ~ Wqr.Cis 
. :c; 
No. T-U's 
ML T-u•'s 
No. TS 
. . 
Per~ 
... Supp :· . Per • ./W 
Disjun./W 
C?TS/W 
PIQ 
' 
**pc:;.o1 
*p=.05 
·.· . 
. . 
. '( . 
' · 
... 
/ ... 
0 .. 
., . ' 
R~ason~~ Tasks 
. . 
Neimark · . "Piaget 
. 19 
-:,25 
-.09 
• 
.15 
.04 
:15 
' . It 
. . . !b6. 
' . 
.. 
. ..-.10 ' 
· . . 
." 
. -• 
... 
. \ 
. \ . .. 
.·14 
. .18 
. • 15 
•. 13 -· 
.07 ' 
~ \ '• . . 
.. \ . .17· 
\ ' \. . . . 
. .13 
.os 
•. 09 
.35** 
.• 
~>. . 
.. 
., 
-
n, 
. -·\ . 
.·. 
.. . 
,. 
Weitz 
• 37 ** 
.35** 
.14 
.20 
.. • 01 
. . ' 
r. · 
.10 
· .. ·. ol· 
.. . _ .12 . -
. ·• 28* 
. ~ 
. ·'. 
- \. .. 
I , 
.. 
. \
. .. 
•• 
.. 
~-
' . 
.r • • ,:_ 'l. r 
·, .. . 
. . I . 
.. . II . 
·' 
c • 
' .. .. ,
. 
' 
• 6 
/ 
. , 
I 
•' . 
' ... 
. . 
~ ' 
.. . 
·-
·" 0 
- / 
~f th~ nuffiber of words. The suppositio~s based oh perception 
. . J 
. 
'\?ariable was theref~re no.-f::' entered into. a . ~~gressibn . eqU:ation 
/ 
. ~._a.t Stage 2 si:qce- it would no.t .be 'expect.ed -·to s -ignificantly 
~ <I l (J 
.. 
0 chang~ the' proportion of variance accounted for by the number · ;, 
·c)£ vwords va'riable . . Q . • • ~ ,:, . ~ 
··Stage .3 0! ~he·anaiisis ' yi~lded 
,. .) . ·. 
.. 
. . 
\. 
the following .ord~ : 
of.'predicti:on. 
Vari:~b.le 
-. 
. . 
MUltiple· R R Sg:uare.. · Sirn;ele R F Value df· 
~ - ' 
PIQ ' • 28 . • 08 . . .28 4;00 1/46 
, . 
· r 1 
" 
.lt) ·;" ·: .-. 
.37 5.71* 1/45 . 
.18 .35 ' . 09 . 1/44 
· ·ML T-U's .48 .24 .14 2.89 1/43 
. 
*p<. o.~· 
.• 
'· o - ·~ r , 
purnmary of results fo'r. Grade 8 . . A,s in both the pr_evious 
J ; · "' 
I • I 
Q g~-~~es, ~- th_r._ -~fothesis ~onc~·r~~~g . the u.s~ o of corn~lex 
· of ~_anguag~ ·has' not been supported. . Aga~n ~ the mean 
_structures 
length of 
. , T-units variable ~ wai riot significan~ly relat~d to any of the 
. \ ; ' 
. thr.e_e f~rral re;;tsonin~ . tasks 
- ~erninq the use·of tentative 
. .. 
presented,· • 
. ' 
Tqe hypothesis con- . 
~tate!Tien.tS! was .-only v~ry n;i11.imally 
sup~orted by the near signiticant. r~latiorisfiip of one of those 
. . - c . 
variables to -the Weitz task . . Of the language variables, the 
·' Q 
atwp m~iisu~es of ·Voiume·, the number of, words and the ~umb-er of -
~ I 
T-units7 ~hewed a significant r~lation · to· t~e-weitz task . . 
• - a o 
.. , 
.. ... . .. . ~ . . . 
That th~ above measures relate .. signi'ficantly ·-on1.y to the task 
.tt. .  .• . 
which was presented in a purely yerbal ~orm-is of ·some interest. 
~ ~ 
-Thi~ _result s·eems ~o imply- that whileJ.' -~an.gua<iJ.: at .thfs grade 
, .level is of little ·importance dpring solution ... to a nonv~rbal 
. . 
.. 
·' 
, t' r • 
' 
' '" tl 
• 
f • 
:. 
~. 4 7. 
task~ it does play a role w~en the child ts faced with.a 
reasoning task re~uiring'the use of language for its solution. 
• •• • • 4 
If is also evident. that the 'tr~di~ion~~' ~IQ measur~ is a 
relatively good predictor of formal reasoning ability at .this 
~ . . 
age level since it corr.ela ted significantly· with both the 
-·" 
Piaget and W,eitz tasks. Of specific releyance,, however, is the 
finding that the relationship between the Weitz task and the 
in the presence . of the 
. . 
number ?f words remainec;l ·significa!lt 
_Peabody IQ, with t~e .flu~ncy_measure acco~nti~g for an .additional 
ten p~rcent of the variance~ 
Supplementary· Ana~ysis · 
T~ples 4, 5 and 6 present the correlations of t~ age, 
- - . 
SES and RIQ vaiiables •with the language, ; PIQ and task variables. 
. . 
It appears th~t age within the groups is n9t c~osely 
related to the rnajor{ty ·of the language variables. Only at 
the grade ·4 level .is it~ev~dent that ~he older ~hildren in 
thip group make great~r use of t~ntative statements and 
subcategory of suppositions based.on perception. ·-These 
variables no longer distiqguish the older from the younger 
·children within the high~r grades. 
' The age variable i~ also not; signi-ficantly related to 
the PIQ variable .at the grade 4 and· '6 levels but does show a 
'} . . 
rather.unusual significant negative correlation with 'PIQ at~ the 
grade 8 level. Thi.s result may be a function of the fact that 
the age range under consideration is a very nai~ow one thus 
producing this biza:t:re relati_onship ~r it may be ·. that · sotne' of :. 
J 
the o'lder children at this grade · level had failed a grade, 
• t 
,J 
. · .. .... 
. \ ' 
.. ..... · 
.,·.:··· 
.. ' ': .... 
. :.- · 
--
. " 
\ TABLE 4 
Correlations of the Age, 'sES and ·R~Q · v~~iables 
· w~th _ the · Language, PIQ and Task Variables 
'for Grade 4 _ 
• I 
~anguage, PIQ and 
I 
Age, SES and RIQ Variables 
. . . 
Task Variables 
No. Words. 
No. T-U' s · 
., 
ML T-U's 
No. TS 
TS/W 
Supp~ "Per". 
Dis jun. 
OTS 
S';lPP. Per ./W, 
. Disjun .'/w 
.OTS/W 
. .·· 
PIQ 
Neimark 
.-,~.ia~et 
.Weitz 
.,. 
**p<~Ol 
. *p~. 05 
.·~· 
.. 
p 
.21 
. l9 
.13' 
.32~ 
.41** 
.08 
.~ o8 
.28* 
.09 
• 04 
.10 
.12 
·• 36** r'-., 
·-. 02 
c • 
'• 
~ 
SES 
.12 
.1<3 
• Oi.· 
.21 
.18 
.10 
' .11 
.16 
.10 
.08 
.12 
-.06 
.'o6 
.07 
- · 
,. 
RIQ 
• 36** 
• 36** 
.12 
• 35** 
.13 
• o4 
. i4 
• 36** 
..:. .10 
• 20 
., 
.19 9 
- .·• ;37** 
.13 
• 32* 
. . ~. 02 
... 
I . . 
48 • . 
·-
' . 
. . ' 
,, 
'\, 
I 
i • 
. . 
~ . 
; 
' 
;,. 
' . ' 
I 
i -
' . 
\ ' 
TABLE 5 •) 
Corre1atio~s of the Age, SES and RIQ Variables 
wi.th the Language, PIQ ·and Task Variables-
for Grade 6 
,; 
{ 
I. 
Language, PIQ and . Age, SES and RIQ Variables 
' .. Task Variables 
No. Words · 
'7 
No. • T-U' s 
ML T-U's · 
~o. TS 
TS/W 
Supp ·~.Per : 
Dis jun •. 
OTS 
Supp. Per./W , 
Disjun./W 
OTS/W. 
.:.ro 
Neimark 
Pia~et 
Weitz 
***p<. 0'01 
**p<.Ol 
*p~. OS 
.. 
' . - . ~-· 
' . 
I 
~ 
.. 
Age SES ' RIQ 
-.12. • OJ· ... .05 
-.15 . -. 05 . 04 .. 
' 
.OS .17 .06 
.07 .47*** .10 
' • 
.13 .47*** .14 
.14 . • 42** .OS 
-' 
-. 0'6 ' . • ~4* .22 
I /06 -.02 • 28* . 
• 22. .41** .07 
-.09 • 31* .26 
-.02 
' 
.18 .06 
-.12 .32* . . 28* 
-.26 .27 '11 .• 18· . 
. -'.19 .20 .15 
-.14 . y .23 • 26. 
'· . 
49. 
.. 
'l 
' t 
• 
.... r-.. ~ 
·. 
.. 
c · 
\ . 
,: "' . 
·' · 
·. 
. •' 
TABLE 6 
Correlations of. the Age,. S,ES and RIQ VariaJ:>les 
._., 
with the Languag·e, PIQ and Task Variables 
for Grade 8 
Language, PIQ and Age, SES-.....~nd. RIQ Variables 
Task Variables 
No. Words 
No. r-u•s . 
ML T-U's 
TS/W 
Supp. Per·. , 
Disjun. 
. OTS 
Supp~ Per./W 
D"isjun./_W 
OTS/W 
PIQ 
Neimark 
Piaget 
Weitz 
***p<. ·ool 
·.**p<.: 01 
*p~. OS . l -
. . 
,. 
I 
Age 
-.13 
-.24 
.18 ' 
.-09 
.17 
. • 0 6·· 
.04 
I 
.08 
.·.12 
. 08 
.13 
-.SO*** 
.13 
. 01 
! 
. 
-.19 
. .. 
., 
.. 
s:Es RIQ 
· . • 18 • 23 .-
.lS 
.  .36** 
.OS - • . 14· 
·.11 ' • 24 
.04 .14 
-.06 .10 
.13 .20 
' . 26 . ,.. .28* 
·.:. .13 • Ol. 
I 
' 
.16 ." 17 . 
.18 .l7" 
.06 ·• 26 . 
•. 37** .. .z:e 
\ 
• 43** ~ :2o 
· --: -33* 
.40*** 
/ 
J .\· 
' 
.... 
.. 
so. 
.. ·
. 
. 
, , 
/ . 
J · ·~ '1 I ,, 
. ...,. . ' 
., 
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unknown to the resear·cher 1 or that· the older children had 
· · miss~d a considerable amount of scho?l · during their previous 
education. . ' 
. With . respect to the relationship between\ th.e age 
q • • • ( 
variable and the -form.al reasoning .\tasks 1 only the Piagey task 
) . . 
at the grade ' 4 l~vel discriminated the elder· childr~n from 
the: xounge_r ones, demc:>nstrati~g that this task is a sen~itive 
~ 
~ measure of- development within this' age range but not within 
. ' 
the olde~ age ranges. 
e 
The effects of a .child's socio-economic status on the 
. ~ 
variables · un_der con"'sideration ch~nges 'across the three' _grade 
-· . levels. ~t - th& grade 4 level the SES variable ~as .no~ re~ated 
, 
significantiy to any of . the. 'other variables. · At the grade 6 
level, the SE~ variable was significantly related 'to the 
tentative ptatements and the PIQ but this result was not main-
tained at .the grade 8· level. . The relatio'n '.' between :SES ~nd the· 
three reasoning ·tasks appears t6 increase considerably' with 
. . 
grade. While SES had n.o · ef~ect on the tasks at . the gra~e 4 
level, it approached significance with " the~ Neimark task at the 
grade 6 level and ·was significantly related .to .all three tasks 
at the grade 8 level. This re.sult ·may well indicate th-at as a 
child grows older he increas~gly. suffers from . a detrim~ntal ':,.-7 
. I . .· 
effect of his home background on school-oriented'.' tasks. 
The relation of ·the RIQ variable to the other variables 
was also not consistent ac~oss the ~h~ee grades. ·· It was 
related to number of ·words· and tentative statements at grade' 
4 and to nuiDber of ~-units at grades 4'and 8 but was not · 
' . ( 
'o 
J 
.: . . 
. c 
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. 0 
.related to · these variables at .the -grade 6 level. It was al?o 
not.consistently·related 'to the formal reasoning task~ showing 
. . 
a significant ~elation only to th~ Piaget task at grade 4 
I 
arid · to the Weitz task at gr·a~e B. 
' ' 
DISCUSSION 
..... " 
As· is· .clearly _. evide.nt from the results of both the 
.. 
.. 
regres sian 'analyses and th_e simpie correlations, ' the· complexity, 
· ~f · the··-:-linguistic structures a child typically e.mploys during 
' ~ - . . . ----· --- -. . · 
.spont~ne.ous speech i ·s not s:ignificantly rela.ted_ to the child's 
.. · 'performance on t)le three formal reasoning . tasks presented. · 
, y 
The mean T-unit length variable, 'the main index employed to 
I 
. . ' 
asseSE! 'linguistic complexity, .did not bear a ·significant 'simple 
- ' 
' 
correlation to ~ny qf the reasoning -tasks at the grades 6 and 
-~ /1· 
8 levels and wa-s· only of borderline significance in its relation .. 
' ' 
•to the. Neirnark task at the grade ·.4 level. · In addition, when r 
meqn T-uni·t ~eng~h ·_w~s. placed in~o. the· regr;e_ssion tanaly~es '. in 
·no instance did it provide a significant ·change ·'in the . amount 
' ., 
of the variance accounted for by the other language variables 
in prediction. Clearly thep, knowledge ·of t~e degree of. 
linguistic cornplexi ~y .children demon.st~ate ·at ~rad~s· 4 ,· · 6 and 
8 does not allow for prediction of the children's level of 
. . .. . 
formal .operational reasoning. _Whether such a pred~ctive 
relat~onship exists betw~en lin~uist~~ comp~exity.~nd formal 
.. reasoning on tasks other than ~htse e~pl~yed in t~e present 
' 
research remains to be . established. F~rthermore, whether such · 
~ predictive, rela.tionshj.p between linguistic complexi-ty and 
-
' \ 
' . 
, . 
/ 
\ 
... 
, 
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problern.:..s~lv~ng ability is ·evident at age levels lower than 
... :' 
that employed here 'also re~ins.~or future investigation . . 
With respect·;;, the que'stion concerning the po;ssible. 
. relations'rlip between· a child's frequency of use of tentative 
statements and his formal reasoning a;bili ty '· the results of both I .. 
. . 
the regression analyses and the simple correlations · are not 
consistent across the three grade·s. At the grade 4 level, none 
. -
of the tentative statements variables were significantly related 
f.o .any 6f,. th'e t.~re~ .formal reas;ning tasks. At . the grade 6 
level• ·· .. the number of tentative statements and the subcategory 
. . . 
• .. ' . 
of suppo~~tions based on perception were both significantly 
;v 
. related .to the Weitz task. The· latter variable when it was 
expressed· as a proportion of the total number of words was also 
' sagnificant~y relat.~d to the N€dmark task. When these. variables 
. . .. . . I 
were placed i~to the regression analyses together with the 
fiuency variables, ~~ey were first in order of prediction and· 
t~e 'fluency var~ables in neither case added a significant amount 
of. variance to that already account:ed fqr by the· tentative 
) 
statements variables~ ·For the grade · 8 subjects, suppositions 
o , I 
based on perception demonstrated a · near significant relation ·to 
the .Weitz task. However, this variable had little predictive ~ 
< 
' value when expressed ~s a proportion of the total number of words. 
-Fro~ these results, ~t appears on, the sur~ace that some 
. 
s~~port is evident for the facllito~y ~ff~ct of the use of 
:tentat.ive st~tements on reasoning during the transition stage 
" 
from concrete to formal ·operational· thought, the stage to whi ch 
' " • 9 
most of· th~ children· il:'l grade 6 belong. However, · when the ... 
v . · 
.u 
I J 
... 
·-· 
- ·" 
',\ . 
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. tentative sta~~nts ·~ariabl~s are consi'dered in te:crqs of ·· 
- . - ' ! ' 
their c~nsistently· significim t\ .correlations with th~ SES vari-
able· at the grade 6- level, and since SES approaches a significant 
. -
r~latio~ to _bot~ ~he Neimark _and Weitz tasfs at · this grade lev~l , · 
it seems possible that SES may _be vitiating the_ effect between 
.. 
the tentative· s.:tatements variablts and specific reasoning tasks. 
This inter-pretation of the results for th~ . grade 6 ,:children 
seems particularly reasonable in view of the lack of significant 
. . . . . 
relationships be~ween the'tentative statements and the reasoning 
tasks at grades. 4 and ·a and in view- or' the inc~easingly sig-
• 0 
' 
nificant rel-ations observed between all three reasoning_ ~asks 
and SES from the gr.ade 6. to grade 8 level. · 
· ' 
· It is of some interest to note the relationship · between 
I 
performance on the rea·soning tasks and .the volume of speech . 
··produced by. the youngest childr~=m · in th~ · s~pl~. The::re was a i p _ 
:signif-icant relationship between performance on the Neiltla:tk 
. . 
. . 
and Piaget · t~sks and the number .of words produced' by t_he graae I, 
4 children. These ~elat_ion~hips were no ~onger erd~nt at 
the hig.l;ler grade levels. 
. Some _recent .. evidence from researc\iers in\rest"bq_ati!lg . the 
. . " . 
use children make of language during probl_ern ... solving situat:i,ons 
• , , I 1 ' ' 
.· - . - " 
allows for some speculatio'n as to ·why the am_ount of speec_h ·the 
. younger children produced may be related to the. tasks;; presented. 
Jon~s (1974), investigati~g the relationship~ between silent 
- I 
and aloud rehearsals and age_ durilW per.~6rmance on. a paired-
-. 
associate -task, found that the younger children in her sample 
- prod~ced more o.vert vocalizations during t~e task than .did the : 
\ 
- . 
I 
' f1 ; 
' '1-
' ss~· 
). . 
older children. Furthermore, Beaudichon (1973) has ·r.eported 
that younger children produce more speech during problem-solving · 
tasks as the .tasks increase in difficulty than do .older children. 
In view of the results of these two studies, one could 
· speculate . that· the younger · children in ·the present sample were 
~ . 
~ still ·at the stage where overt product~on pf speech during 
· complex problem-solving .situations is evident. . Perhaps 'the 
'.· 
children in the grade 4 'group who produced the greatest 'amo:unt 
. ~ 
I. : • 
of la~guage during the {presentation of the photograpns· were . . 
alsq· the children who produced the greatest amount of ·speech 
during the formal reasoning tasks. · It was evident to the 
' . 
present. experimenter _tha~ I while no. measure of the 'language 
- . 
l?roduced during their performance on the Neimark and Piage.t 
.. 
. ' 
· -~f;~; . were established, the grade 4 children , spoke aloud to 
themselves considerably· more during these tasks than did· the 
• 
older .children. It is poss~b1e that t~e grade 4 children 
approached ·the task designed to collect the language q_~ple in · 
much. th'e same manner as they approached the task,s designed to 
assess their level · of formal OF>era·tional r ea'son.ing. If the 
I" ' . 
above specula tfons are . correct 1 perhaps both th'e . age of ·the 
I 
children and the t ,psk difficulty may ac<?ount for the relationship 
. . 
~,, , P-etween the amount. of ·spe~ch produced and performance , on t he se 
..... . • • . • , • I , • • 
two re.asoning · tasks. This relationship implies. tha t f or the 
young children 1 the amount of language they produce ?uring 
. . 
'problem-solving situati ons _in seine way facilitates their · 
.. 
performance on tasks . of reaspning ability: 
. A further explanation of the relationship whi ch was 
evident between the amo-q.nt of l:al)guage the younger· children 
·\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
v-
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"" 
'"-
produced and their performance on the reasoning tasks·"'seems 
worthy of consideration. Perhaps . the children who pro~ced 
the most speech during .. the ·initial testing session of the · · 
presentation of·. the ph~tographs and \j'ho subsequently demon-
strated superior performanc7-on ·the formal reasoning tasks 
were less intimidated by the forrnali ty of these testing 
. . . . 
s ;i tuation~ and theref~re ' less constrained in their abilities 
' 
to. deal with •the situation9 at .hand. Perhaps for the older 
I 
children . this element of intimidation may ' not have been . present 
) .. 
during any of the testing si1;:uations. 
The relationships of the· language variables to· the 
,. . . 
Weitz task, the purely . v~rbal form of a task· requiring formal 
reasoning, were different across the three grades .than £or the 
Neima_rk a}1d Piaget tasks. At the grade. 4 level, while none of 
the language variables achieved a significant relation to this 
task, the majority of these correlations were in the negative 
direction. This resu\t is rather · mystifying. Unlike the . other 
reasoning tasks, the Weitz task was administered to groups. For, 
the young_er children in particular,. the group administration 
may have introduced a degree of . unt11eliabHi ty. It may also be 
' 
that the children in this g ·roup who tended to prod'-:lce more 
language and .to make greater use of tentative statements were. 
more. restless dur,ing th.eir performance on· this task and sub-
' 
.... sequently dernons-t;.rated a slig~tly inferior performance. At 
. the .grade: 6 level, however,· the Weitz task was sig'nif~cantly 
. . 
~elated to the number. of tentative· statements and to supposi ti~ons 
.- 0 - l • ' \ • • 
b§lsed on perception-· as well as · to the PIQ measure. At the · 
{ 
- · 
• 0 
· . . 
.. 
( . 
·' 
.• 
·, 
; . f . • 
.. 
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grade 8 leve~·this task was again signifi9antly ,related to 
,· / 
the PIQ. measure as .weli as to the ·two· measures 'of fluency, the 
. - . . 
number ·o~ words and the number of T-units. The resui ts ~or . 
)these. higlie.r grade~ sup~ort · ~urth' s (1971;} ·~ontention ·that; 
. • I 
' /· 
while language is not· related to ~ormal reason~n'il' per se ,' language · 
• I 
skills do become of greater importance wi.th respect to formal 
' . . . .. ' 
.rea_soning ~heri the pro~lems are . prese·nted ·in verbal form . . . 
The _relationship l?'etween the reasoning 1;:asks and the 
. . 
'-traditional' measure 6£ ·verbal ( . intelligence, the PIQ, also '- ; I 
' . . 
va~ied ~c~oss, the three · gr~des . Thi~ measure was not· a sig-
. . . 
nificant·predictor of performance on any of the three 'reasoning 
,. . ~ . 
task~ 'for the grade 4 c .hildren". For . the gr~~e 6 children it · 
wa.S a signifi~ant p~i"cto'!' of performance· oil the Weitz ~aSk· ' 
n • 
and for the graqe 8 children 'this measure- Si<Jnificantly predicted . . 
pe_rfor~ance on ·both the -Weitz eJ.nd Pi_ag~i: ·:·tasks. . I~ appears 
frorn.th~s · .result that the . level· of verbal ability as assessed 
• J ' 
by the PIQ measure is - related to ta~ks of formal reason~ng when 
. •", . -· - · ~ 
. . ' . 
the latter specif:j_c~lly require 'verb-ali~ation. The fi~ding of . . 
' . .. • r. . . . . 
. . . 
a ~ignificant relationship with the Piaget sc?r·e a~ the grade 
.., . • . . I . . . 
a level may b~ taken to support ·this . ~onclus.ion wh,en it ' 'is 
"' 
considered that high scor'ef's on the J?i.aget ta'sk were ones .who 
. . . 
could ·verbalize .their sofution. .. r:.r!. .'J 
. . \,' . . 
. . . When .. the PIQ m·e~sure was· p~ac~~ . in th~ 
. .. 
analyses along ·with other significant '.' language 
. . ~ ' . ' 
.. 
.• . 
regress~(?n 
. :- . ' 
vari~bles, the 
.· . 
language yariables in ~1~ .cases accounted fo~ an additio~al 6 
~ . 
· .to 10 'percent of the .·variance.' . Whereas . the PIQ and the langu'age 
• 
var iables may be inter-related, each ~evertheless· contributes . 
• ' ' ~ .. ·, oJ ' \ -
• 
,; 
. . '
... 
\ ·. 
.· 
{?!, 
. sa. 
:some . un~qu~- ·compon~nt 'to formal reasoning '. ability. ·" 
, ·The de~elopment: . ;,.:l ·growth asp~ct of 'the . languGLge apd 
task ·variables under ponsideration were substantiated by th~ 
pr'es~nt i~vestigat.i.on. That chil4re~ ·make g~eater u:s~ :of 
·complex st~~ctures ~aheir·· ian~-~ag~ with increa.sing · age, 
the 
as 
' 
previously . demonstrab~d by Loban '(1963), Hunt · (1.965) an.d~, 
·O'Donnell, Griffi_n and Norris (l968), ha~ also been observ-ed 
in- the present research~ The mean length of T-units, the 
. n{easure empioyed to . assess the 'children·' s ling.uj.stic complexity, 
' 
• • 0 
·.increased ·consistently across the three grades (F;;lQ. 76, . · · . 
0 0 • • • • . • • 0 • • 1 
df=2/141' p<. 01). 'rn addition, from the variance observed on . 
the . rne~n T-u.nit ::·length variable wi thirt each grade _(see Append.ix 
B)., it was evident that sonte of the \children at each grade 
0 0 : : J . ~ 
~ ' ' I 
. ' . 
l.ev~l;. use a more complex or 'elaborate,· language pattern than ·. 
·. { 
. 
. · .. their .P_e.~rs. ·. Sincl'. mean T-unit ·l~ngth .was not related to SES · 
(io •• 
£or. any of the 0 g~a es, .sol!'e variable ot-her . than SES within .the -
... . 
; -
·relatively · ref~ric ·~~- SEs·. range. ·employed ~appears to~ be oper_ating 
on .. the childr~n' s. use ·of the grammatical elements of their . 
- , ./ . ' I 
language. pe'r .h·aps Bernstein and his colleague's; with their 
s 'ociologic::al'· approach t6 the study of language, rnc:tY throw @orne 
\ ' 
light bn the nature ' of these ~ossible.variables. 
. . . 
. ;- Tlle developmenta-l · increase ;in the frequency . of · use of 
' ., ~· • • p ' , I ' . . • . 
t.1 /' .( - ~: t_enta.~ive _sta~erne~ts ' has ~lso been est~b~.is~~~ ~.Y_ th~ . ~rese~-t 
' . . o research (F=l4.40, df=2/141, p<.Ol). Ch~lcaren at bhe grade 8 
. ~ ' . . ~ . . . 
. . ' . . ~ 
. ; .. .~\· 
' ' ~ ... \ ' 
~- : 
..r 
. . 
·, '. 
·~evel made considerab~y greaber use ·of these statem~nts than 
' .. 
did. childr~n in. th,e . eartie·r · grades~.. The use of th~se . sta-t;.e.:..~ · 
f . 
rne~ts appears ~<;>t .tq reflect a . sup~rior cognitive ' aoili ty 
' ' 
.. ( 
' .· , ,
.. 
' 
'• ' 
'• 
'. 
.. . 
·~ 
0 
/ ; · 
0 ' 
. . ,,. 
.... ·-
. 
' ' 
I 
' , .. 
I 
I . 
I ' 
" ' 
\ r 
. ', 
· '· 
.l 
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· within this "age. grou'p but rather appea.rs to be· a . :t;.anguage 
" 
I' 
Dvariab.le ch~~a~teristf-c of · this group .· as a whole.· 
Developm~nta-ln .grqwtb wi t;h r~spect to, the ·r~as~ning · · 
I ' _. 
tasks ,presented· in this research has · also been established- for · 
. . ' 
. •· 
each task" (Neimark 1 F=l6 . .J7 1 _' df=2/141 1 . P<,.O~); Piaget, F=21.84, ':, 
0 • • • 1 . · • 
df=2/141, p<.Ol; Weitz,.Ff=2l.78, df:::2/,14l, _p<.Ol).,. The child- '. 
' . • • 0 • • • • • ' 
' ren 's performa~ce on th~ three tasks increased co.nsiste~·tly .. . 
ac~oss the thr~e grade levels.' .Th~re were 
~~-~-sistent relationships bet\o~~en: .the · /.~~ks 
' .. 
not, however, . 
~ ·. . . . 
for al~ the three 
·groups (see Appendix B) . At the grade 4 level, none of the 
• 0 
inter:...co:trelations betw~e~,the three tasks ·were significant: 
·}\~ . the grade .: 9 .~evel the. Weitz task ~o~related significant~y ' · . 
" . . ' ~ 
~-i th b·oth the Neima~k and the Pia·~et ta~ks .and. all th:ree tasks 
,• . . . . .. . " .. . . 
.were sl.gnifi~·antly related to .e~ch ·other · at · the grad~- ·a -lev~l: 
:~ • • t •• 
The.se tasks i, theref~re 1 do not 'measure sind.iar .abili tl~s·· , iri .. , 
• I ' f • 1\ \' ' 
. . ~ . ... 
,·. 
.. 
"~. t~e· youn·ger • child~e.n. ~l:dle for th~ older children . the .three 
'- • I ~ 
tasks ·.do have ·a common core, each 1 t~ the ~xtent of.:. its ·reli-
.,1 .. 
ability, seems to ass~ss a ~niq\ie ~ ~ompon~~t of rea,'soning abi1i ty. 
, ~ . 0 • • •• • I; 
· · · A ch~ld'~ · sobi6e6pnomic siatus · appaars, from the ~ · 
0 •• • • !- •. . . 0 ' ·./Jt 
· p'res,ent r~search ,· .to ·~ave inc~~~sing. effe,9:t;~_ 1;:m )1is· pe~for~anc7~~: , · . , 
· . , · n ' .. ;. • · . · .. · .• O c..·· ·"' • • 
on tasks of formal reasoning ·Wi tn age. , While tl}e . SES var.iable 
• l ' • II ' t , r ' • " 
~as not related .to either of the thr·e·e tasks. at th~ gra~~ .'4 
' . . 
level, it approached signit"idance . in .its- rel~ti'on~li.ip ~t~ ·-. t~es~ 
• Q • • • .. . 
tasks at the grade, 6 level and '<~'was 'sig.nificantly r~J.ated tb ,I · • · 
' ' 
all three tasks ·at . the grade 8 level. f) 0 . . ' 
( 
·, . 
' . 
. It mar be .. ·.that the child-:tearing practices . · sugg~~ted. 
... e. o 
. ' ' 
,... • • : . • • ( 'Iii • • .. • ·: . • .. ~ 
. ~Y Bernstein (1970) as. distingui~hing· middle-class from working · 
. . 
' 
~ . \ . 
.. 
" . 
·, . . .:, 
, ' 
, . 
' I 
.· 
• 0 • 
0 
• . 
.. 
~ ' 
. . 
•. 
.. 
J 
. ' 
' . 
. . 
. 
., 
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.. "~ .. . . ' . ' ii 
.. 
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... . . . 
class famil~es, and which he . postulates fost.er.)-_the deveioprnent · 
.. 
of 'c;1i~ferentiation 'in speech patterns, have th'e more general 
.· effe~t of foster.ing the development of greater ·reason:ing 
I • ' • ' ' ' ' • 
. ,; \ . . . ' ""' 
abil~.-t:y .~ . The child-rearing practices which he describes do 
f • ... • 
..... 
' i.n f~ct appear quite similar t;JJ those which other invest-
~gators (~.g ... Dyk & Witkin, 1~65) ha~e suggested · as ·ant~·-
'· 
, .. 
cede·nts of a mor.·e differentia'tE~d cognitive style; · which may 
" . 
or may not be ~elated to the tasks of reasonihg ability·as · 
• • 0 Cl ' . . . 
: in~.~~~ig~.te~ in the prese~t .research. ' . r ' . . ' ·· • 
l - ... 
" In ~ununary:, with respect _ ..t6 the major ai~ of the_ < 
·present researcH, several conclusiO'hs are. evident . concerning . · 
tp~ ·-relations-hips between i!he language variables. considered 
'and'the th~ee. for~al reasoning tasks pr~sented. First, the 
"' 
results indicate that . the linguistic complexity of individual · 
. ' 
speecb. p~_tterns is not sig~ificantly related to performan'ce on 
• I . <! • ' .... ~ ' ' ' • 
·"tfhe thr~e reasoning ~asks at e'ither the grad~··· 4, 6 or 8 level. 
~· · 
, , 
Second., the relationship between _the frequent use of tentative . 
. . ·. . . . 
· stateme~t~ an~ per~orm~n~e · O~ theJ~o ~~pkS ' is evident ' ~nly at 
- . · the ·.grade . 6 level o~ two of th~ ta'sk~. •Finally, although the 
. • : 'r ).presE7~~- r~search did not specificall~ set' out to investigate . 
' . . 
this relationship, the results i:pdicated that the amqunt ·of· 
language produced. by ·the grade 4 . childr.en is s.ignificant.ly · 
• : • • • • - • u ' • - : • • • • ' , • • [ 
:related to tfteir performance on two of the reasoning ta·sks· . . , 
o • ..... • • ', I o o I 
l' 
. . . 
However, in · vie~· of the s·omewhfit limi te_d circumstances tfmploy.ed 
.... ' . 
for the col~ectic;m .'of;. the sp'e 'ech samples, th~ r esu l ts of the -~. 
. . " . '· . 
• ~ -.4 • • ! ~ 
· !?rese nt st.udy. r _e ma.in somewh~t tenuou~ •. _In add.i, ~ion, s ince ' 
f ' - • • • • ~ ., 
·only,. .boys were -~mployed in t h e present 'investigati on .to determine 
\ . . . ~ ~ . . , 
\ . tf' . t 
' ' 
) 
. / 
'• r 
- ' 
. . . 
that relat·iq~ship "· it remaiz:ts to be' demonstrated whether the 
• ' I 
.langtrag.e v~ri~~les und~r. investigat_ion interact with the sex 
""' of the subj~cts in .their effectiveness on formal reasoning. 
lA • 
., 
. . 
Sin~e the 'l?res.~nt· research demonstrated that the 
amount of speech ~r?duded by the young~rnernbers of the. 
• . I . I 
sarnple · was s~gnificantly related to their - performance on both 
.. - ' 
the Neima~k and Piag~t task~, the relationship b~tween language 
production and ~easoning· at ' this and younger age l~~els seems· 
·S' 
worthy of future investigation. 
. - . 
~pecif~cally, an investig-
ation·of speech production during the actual problem-solving 
o• G ' 
,...) 
situation it~elf ,/rather than a corr·eiational st':ldY such a-s 
the present ·one, may prove more ,f.r'uitful in determining how 
I 
.() 
speech facilitates reasoning at -these early ages. 
. --. 
Furthermore, it remains poss,~ble that' a child.' 5 
. 
·writing a~i.lity is more .closely .related to his reasoning 
.... 
ability than is hii speech fi~ency . . If wtiting indeed involves 
, . 
an ~ a~~li~y .on the'part of· the writer to separate lingu~stic 
contexts: from imme.cl-iate -references· (Greenfield, 197 3) a 
',<' ' ' • I • ' ~ • • '"\ ' ~~~~· 
prqcess which must' surely require a conpiderable amount of 
· cogn.i ti ve planning, ~en perhaps as a· ~~ild grows .. older his 1 
,. 
writing aoility may facilitate the reasoning processes 
. . , . 
I · 
required during_ formal operations ..... If wri ti~g abil~ ty were • l 
) . 
' investigated in termp of both linguistic complexity and 
' I ) ~ o ' i 
. . , 
quantified w~th ~espect to its conc~~te or· abstract relation 
.. .. ,. 
to the referen~s~tuation, perh~ps .a 'clea~e~ re}a~ionship ~ 
. I ' 
b'~tw~ the,. ~~gnitive proces~ses opel:'.ating du7ing. language 
. t .. . . .. 
. r production and reasoning may. be .e's tabli sh~d . 
- ..... 
. ' 
' . 
.. 
• 
r~ 
I 
0 
' , 
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APPENDIX 'A 
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1. A si~~lif~e~ version · of the -Neimark and Lewis 
' problem~solving task (from Neimark and Le~is, 
1967) • 
2. . An answer 'sheet:·· for . j::he Neimark . and Lewis 
prob.lern.-so.lving task for · the experim~ntal 
problems. 
·3. ·A· version of Piag~t ,and Inhe'lder' s equil_ibriu~ - . 
' · ·. in · the balance ·.task ·(t'~orn Inhelder and Piag~t, 
' 1958). 
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A_:de_scription ' of th.e s.t~·· problerns presented .. . ~ . . '4. 
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f~r the b~lance task~ 
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,,_ . ' .. 5 • . ' . The Weitz, Bynum and Thomas task ' ( :erorn Weitz ·,' ·. 
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-Schematic of a problem ·board with ' four . shutters and an answer ?rray containing four 
patterns~ Shutter B has been opened revealing a white circle beneath; ·t hUS·, · .patterns 
. . 1, -2., ·or 3 might be the answer, . but pattern 4 is . ruled out. In this instance, g~ling 
is not rewarded. (From N·eimark and · Lewis, 1967) . . · .. · · · · · 
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. tional bolance with varyi~g weights which can bl hung --Dt different 
· points -a rang the c;rossbat; -(B). a E:ialanco equipped with baskets_ ~hich 
COn be moved al!lng the cross~ar to different pOil)ls and in which (l~ls. 
ere used as weights: · 
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Prob~ein 1 
A 2w is place';l on eat:h side of · the balance 4 holes 
from centre. The ~xperirnenter 51dds 3w to one side, 
R ; 
- asks the subject. to pr'?duce equilibriurt1 by adding 
'' 
weights . to opposite side . ,The ·experirnente,r records 
. . . 
' . 
the s~~ject's actio~s - and . explanation . 
... 
Problem 2 · 
· A 2w is placed at a 
J . '' 
. on ~ne ~.)~ and .a lw is placed at a 15-h~le distance 
from the '.centre on the' other arm .. The subject is 
. . . . 
. asked to · achieve· equilibrium.. The . experirnent~r 
. . ~ 
··reqords the subject's' actions and ·explanation. 
Problem . 3 
Th~_ sub_je~ is asked to .. _reverse ·-~I:e weights ~ ,in 
. . 
Problem ·2 if he has· achieved equilibrium. ·If he 
has . been unable t9 do so, the· experimenter prepents 
. the balance in equilibrium using ' weights. front 
. :Problem 2 and- asks . the _sqbjeq:t to reverse ·. them"' 
. . 
Th7 _experimenter reco·rds the subject's actions cy1d . 
explanation. 
.Problem 4 
' . 
A 6w is ·placed at 5 holes f~om the centre and a 
lw ·is placed :at·. 10 holes from .the centre on one 
side of the balance. _Th~ subj~ct is asked to 
-ac!,li~ve · equi·l~bri~ by pl·acing a: 3w and a 2w on 
' '~~. . : 
the other ·arm. · ~~e .experimenter records the 
· ' 
) 
1'' . 
·, . 
' il. 
,· 
J ' 
. .. .. 
. ..__ . 
, , ·' ' 
.,, ~ 
. ,, .. 
• • I 
.· 
" ,, ' . _ _j 
" 
. . . 
.· 
• •
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.... 
subject's actions and explanations ·and asks ' the 
• ' !. • ' 
further · question "WQU·ld it make· . any difference . 
"· . 
. . 
if YOU SWitched the )W and the 2W? II . 
:Probl:ern 5 
. ' ' The sdbj~t· . is · shown \a .sw .and a · 2w and a·sked to 
.J>redict where they should be .Pl!iceO: "on ~a~h of. the 
., arms to a.chieve · equ,ilibrium. · · The 'experimenter . _ . 
records the . su.bject'.s e~pl·anation. 
•I 
/~-- Problem 6-
:... 
. ""' 
·~ ' 
. :po 
· The ~ubject i~~presented . witn the balance in.· 
equilibrium, · with a 4w at 5 h6les~from . the centre 
~on each · .side··~ ' and asked t.o4edict ~hat' 'would 
:. 
h~pp~n to ~he arm·s ·· if . a" lw were added to . one slide. \ 
.· .T~e ' 'exp~rime'fer recc:>rds. t~e subject Is pr~dic~~bn ~~ .: : : 
At the .end of the presentation·; of the pro·bleJnS, 
. . . 
.. ·.· 
. 
. the experim~nter ,asked the .fo'llowing qu~stio~ and 
~ . . , 7 
. . - . 
recorded the subj~ct'~ expl~nation: "Can you make 
. a~y rule -abota t ~alanc'ing tne ._weigh ~s that takes 
. . 
.. : ~nto -' account the. weights and the · di~ta.nce '1from the · 
·centre?" · . 4\ '. 
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Ta·sk .' ?f- F~rmal Operatiofls 
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" You are· 'gofng. to be given . -some 
yo~ wi~l ~~ asked to draw some 
sentences· from which~ 
conclusions '. 
.-Ifere is a -sarnp,le-.: 
:. Suppope you know that : .. 
.·· · 
.. i~ ~ed comes, Jack . go~~­
Ted is c.,oming ~ 
. . 
. . ·. \. , 
from '1;h.ese two sentences could we . say .:.. 
0 
.Jack goes Yes. (\ 
.. 
~ . 
.. 
I .. " .. 
. 
' ~ o I 
No·, 
'! . 
.. 
i 
i . 
.... '• 
' • 
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Thef-e' .. are two · answe'rs ,. Ye~1:- . a~ ~:Nb: ,}:~f~~Whi.cil .. ~on·ly one 
·is ··correct. ·You are asked 'to' find which one of the 
two answers is correct: 'Mar'}< ·an ·x. on the . YGs or No . 
line's ·. found1' t6 -the righ~ of. each 'quesirion. . ' . . 
• I' ' 
' . ~ 
.. ··,. · ·For the 'sample· questions 
1,'· Yes.·.or ):ro ·.space. : Please . 
You may · s .tart by turning 
· · .~uestion· numb.er 1 ~ .. · 
·. 
. . "' 
' .. ·~ ' 
,I ' ,\ 
above, mark x· .in · ei th~r the 
answer-~11 48 ·questions. 
the page and . an·swering . 
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1. 
.. • 
suppose-· you know· that: .. 
You are a good athlete and a b~d dancer. 
From ·this sentenpe could we say 
~ · You are a good athle1:e •. 1. Yes 
2~ . Suppose you kno~ that: 
Fred· cannot be in the .classroom and 
playing bail outsid.~ at · the same time. 
· Fred ·is not in the cla~sroom. 
,. 
' 
7 4 •·. 
· No .. 
~-
,, 
From these ·two sentences could we say -
. Fred is playing ba~. outside. ·2 •· Yes No 
•: . 3. Suppose you. know that: ·' 
Ge6rg~ is neithe~ :me~n nor angry. 
From this sentence could we say - I ' 
~eorge is not angry. ~ 3. ·. Yes No . 
4. Suppose we know that: 
· If jack makes ~h~ . team h£s father 
. will be· glad. 
~ac~ dqes make th~ team. 
From t~~s:\~wo . ~entences c6uld we say-
• 
} ' 
. ~is f~ther will b_e glad. 4. Y~s 
5 .. ' 
-
Suppes~ you know that:· 
. Frank wi+1 get clothes 
he . will get neither . 
. Frank~g~ts clo~h~s . 
. . ...... . 
' 
·i 
and to,Ys or 
F:rom thes'e.~two sentences . could we say -
Frank g.ets toys.. 5. Yes 
\ ' 
6. S~ppose you ~how ·th~t~ 
·. . Either we go to .~Jae movies or eat .·a 
,hamburger bu·t not both. 
We:.-'99 to the movies • 
.. 
From these two sentences· coulGI. we s_ay · - . 
• rwe do not. eat a hamburger.- 6. 'Yes 
~ ' 
' 7 • ~uppo~e · you know that: 
- • :··.\ u .. Nixon···. s being President· has no· connection 
. with whether ·or " n·o-t · you· go :to school • 
Nixon is -President. 
. . 
• 0 
.. 
rrorn these ·· two senb~nces "coplP. we ~ay -
Yq\l rlo not go t .o school~ l 1 . 7 •. · Yes : -~ 
- .-
' 
. 
' ,, 
/ 
.•. 
' . 
. ,., 
~ 
No 
--; · 
··No 
No 
--
· , 0 
"· 
.. 
tf!l .• 
' J 
; ~ . 
, . 
\ 
. r ... · 
I . 
\ . . 
~· . 
8. 
1.0 .• 
.. 
Suppose you know that: . . ,;;j 
Some boys·' not doing their homewol&k has . · r 
· np connectiort with whether · or.not Apollo 
1l ' will land on . the moon." 
...... 
75 • 
\ 
\ From these two·sentences could we ~ay­
_A~ollo ·1~: ~id no_t land .on the moon. 8 ... i Y·es 1 No 
·~ f. -- --
Suppose you know that·: 
Either we watch TV 
but. not both. 
or we he~~ the radio 
We. do not .h,ea.r tpe ra~lio. 
J 
From these · 'two ?entences could we saY, -
' we _w~~ch th~ ~vy-
.suppose you know. that: 
It · is cold outside and .raining c~ts · 
and dogs. ' , 1 • • ' • ' · , 
I! 
9. 
-' 1 • • 
\ ' 
' Yes No· I 
\ 
' ' i 
. i 
I 
0 From this sentence could-we· say - ----------------------------r.---~---
It is raining ca~? and dogs. · · 10 . Yes 
·11:. Suppose 'you · know that: · 
He · will n'ot · giye her both' a ring 
I. 
13. 
. -i and a ·car. .· 
He .will give her a ring. 
From these two sentences could we say - ( . 
·He wi-i.l not give her a car. · · 11. Yes· 
' . /} . 
Suppose you know tpat: .' ... . · , tl 
If J\iin pl-ays good rnus ic, Sue sin·gs :-
Sue do·es not · sing. ' · · 
From _ these - two sen~ences ~uld. ~e say_-
, · Jim does not play ·g·oo~usic. · 
. . \ . ' ' . 
' . . · . 
. Suppose· YO't knml that: , 
Milton cannot b~ playing basket~~11 
.' . and \singins .. at the same time .. · . 
· : .M.i lton is' s i ngi ng.· ·· • . · · 
. . ~ 
From. t _hese two sentences c0u-ld we say -
No 
.· 
No 
' No 
.· 
Mil t 'on is. no_t playing""""'basketJ;>all. ·13 . Yes ·No 
Suppose you - know t hat: 60 • 
· , If Morris plays .ball, he gets exerciSe. 
. ~ . 
"Morris does not play ball. 
~ ·~ 
.. .. ·: 
From .these two s e ntences could we say -
·Morris does not _ge t e xerci$e . 
I 
. 
' 
. ,. .. 
... 
, 
. l 
.,. 
14: Ye s 
I 
' 
' 
No 
. 
\ 
' · 
• 
,. , 
. '. -
1 
\ · 
. ~ 
• ,_I 
' I 
.. 
.. 
' 
' • I 
15 .' Suppose . you knowt>. that : 
Lou ·will get; bot:h. a car and a boat 
or he~ll get neither. 
Lou · gets a car. · 
' From these two sentences could we, say -. 
. Lou does -not get _a boat. . ' · 
·16. 
. -~ 
.Suppose you know that: 
Henry: cannot be rich and ha.ndso~e; 
at the same time. ' ' · 
Henry is not handsome. 
' . 
15. Yes 
\ • 
I 
I 
\ -
From these two seritenceS coMld~-we say · 
. Henry ·is ri'ch. · 16. Yes No 
- · 
17 .. ·_Suppose · you .know. that: . 
' · If Paul ~is. lazy pis :-mother is angry~· · 
His mother -is angr:y. · ··,· 
.::...........FLom- 'these twa. sent'ences could we say -
i lau1 ~s la~y_. · . 
. l8. ) su·p~ose yq~ know that: . 
, .. 
17. Yes No 
)'· 
. · , · Ken ·will get both wine and cheese 
. . ( · · or he'll get neither • 
' ! 
< I (. 
. Ken wil:l ~~t get . w:i,ne • 
\ Fr.om ~these t~o)'~entences ~auld 'We. say .- . 
Ken will get cheese. 18~ ;Yes~ ~o_._ 
·19. 
~0. 
21: 
., 
-· . 
suppose -you know that: , 
·- Mirtarn is .neither skinny nor fat> 
~ ' I • • I I I "' 
. -
From this sentence~c6uld .we·say ~ 
.Mtr iam·· ,l.'s not ·ski_nny.. · 19. Yes Nb 
· ~?uppose ydu "know th~1;: = ·~ 
Conn.ie will learn. both ·Math al\~ 
or : she · will learn 'neither. 
Cbnnie does not learn Math. ~~ .. . 
\ 
. ' 
English 
~ 
From these ·two sentences coulq we ...... say .- ~ . 
Connie does net lear~ Engiish: · \· · "20. Yes 
. • , \ . I 
Suppes~ you.know that: } · 
· Either,. we:will. go to s~ee'p or eat. a 
peach but not both. 1 • / . 
·We are not goi-ng to eg.t a peach. · I-.-. . • ,. ' * 
'· 
~rom these two senten'ces could 
No 
• ' , I 
, : . 
We will go to ·sr~ep; wJ~ay 
~ 
. 21. 
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22~ - Su~po~e yoq know that: . 
' Yoti are a baseball player .and a 
baske.tball player_. 
. From this sentence ·could we · say-
You are a·basketball'player: 
I 
23. ·. -suppose ·you ·know that:· · 
Sue> cannot eat a 'candy bar and sn~p­
her fingers at the .~arne time . 
24 •. 
.site i's not eating a ,.candy bar. 
. . . ' . 
- ... 
From these sentences could we .say -
Sue is snapping her fing~rs. 
Suppose you know. that: 
Eithe·J; we·will run 
;·· , . not. both • . . · 
·. We will:. · run. · 
. . 
or whistle, b'\lt 
From tl)ese .. two. se~tences c'ould we say 
~We will not whistle. 
25. Suppose you know that: . t 
Linda ·is . neither. ·weak nor strong .. 
Frqm ~his . ~e.ntence could we say -
· ' • · L1nda 1 s .not. s t'rong. 
. 26 .• . Suppose you know that: , 
. ' ' 
28~ 
_ If BarbaJ;a gets a good ·report card #. 
her mother feels happy. · · 
Barbara gets ·a_ go_od report- ca:r;d. 
! . ( ~ i ~- •l ' • 
From ~hese two sentences could· we say ·-
Her ·mother .feels happy. · '· ·· . 
suppose you know that: · · 
· ~aren will · g~t both d6lls and 
or she' 11 get neither.' 
Karen·gets dolls .. 
. . 
~kates 
·- 'Froni these two sentences could we say -: 
. Karen~ gets sk~tes; 
I . , 
Su.ppose.h-you know. that: -· 
Joari · is angry if her 
·. at her. · . /~ . J<;>an i~ ·-angry. ' . . ·. 
mother _ yells 
From these two .. sentences· could we say -
~Her mother yells ·at her~· ' ·. · · 
\ "' 
77 .... 
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22~· Yes No 
'23 · Yes 
. .... 
No 
24. Yes No 
--
' 
' 25~ Yes"" No - -
26. Y.e·s __ No 
.. 
27; Yes. · No 
28.. Yes No · . 
,• 
. ' 
.. 
. ~ 
' - ~ ' ' 
' 
' 
. ·J ·. 
: ·. . . . 
· . . ,. 
. ' 
I , 
. .
.. 
' ' 
•I 
. . 
. . 
F • ' 
. . . 
" .. 
.. 
I 
·~· 
. t;J . 
. ' 
I . 
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· 29. suppos~ yo~~now that: 
Helen will play· checkers and chess 
·or neither. · · 
Helen does ~ot . play checkers: 
' . . I ·. ~ 
30 .' 
From . these two sentences could · we . . say_ 
Helen does not play chess. 
Suppose you,know th~t: 
Eith~r we build houpes or - airplanes 
. "o;: both. , 
We· do not build· ai_rplanes . . . · 
No 
· --
··From these two sen,ten~es could .. we s~y -
' · ·We build hous'es. · 30. Yes .. No 
31. Suppose you · know that: 
John cannot be smiling ahd playing 
the ~iano ~t · the sa~e . time , ~ 
John is playing the piano. 
Fr0m these two· sent.ences· could we s _ay -
John is · no~ smiling. 
32. Suppose yo~ know that: 
33 • . 
-Either you go fishing or swirnrnipg or 
both.' 
You go-fishing. 
From -these t\'{O sentence? could. we say .- -. 
You do hot . go St.timming_. 
J 
Suppose ,you know that: 1 · 
. ·Sarah cannot be workinq arid talking 
· at the same ·' time. 
Sarah i's not talking. 
From ·these two sentem'ces · could wk say - ,. 
Sarah is work;L~g .. 
l4, S~ppose you know that~ 
·Either ··you listen · .to music or read a 
book or poth. · · 
.You listen to · music~ 
. . 
' 
,. 
31. Yes· No 
--
~ 
32:. Yes No 
-r-
·~ 
, . 
. ' 
33. Yes No 
From these t~o sen~ences could~ we sa~->~-
. rou ~0 . n~t r~ead _·a . b_qok. 34. .Yes No 
35. 
. I 
Sup~dse you knbw ~ that: . . 
. Gail has · neither· brown .. e yes : nor green 
• • • r • (} 
C~? ey~s.. · r; 
~- '•:, F~~m .. .'1thi·s,· s~ntenc~ could we say ·-
Gail does -not have ·~~own ey~s. \ 
!~, ·.. " ' .. ·,, 
'. 
( .. 
..... ·., 
., 
.. 
. J . . 
.  
.· 
. ' . . ~~· · : Y~s _ __ . No~ 
. '.J .' 
.\. 
- ~ 
. \ . 
. , 
I > 
.~ 
' .. 
r 
. . 
I, 
>· 
.. 
I . 
36. 
37. 
38. 
I · 
. 
Suppose you know·that: 
. If he ·is a soldier, he 
uniform. 
He i"s . not• a. soldier . . ·, ~ 
wears a 
' ·' From. these sentences could we say. -
He ~oes not 'wear a·uniform~ 
S~ppose 'you know·that: 
H6lly · ~s · a good teacher, if she does 
her h~mework each night. 
Holly does her homewo~k each night. 
From these ~wo sentences co·uld ·we s·~y . ­
Holly.~s a good·t~ac~~r~ 
,, . 
.. 
Suppose you know that: . · 
If the moon flight fails, millions 
of dollars are lost. · , 
Millions of dollars are not lost:\· 
, . ' . From·. these . two sentences ,could w~ say 
Th~"moori. ~light does ·not fail. 
.. · 
79. 
36. Yes · No 
4 
I 
37. -.Ye·s · No 
., . 
38. Y~s __ No . 
39. Suppose you 1(nQW'lt~h~~~~t'::----------~----------~ 
; · :. Jack is a good l.~wier 4f -he wins - -
40. 
·' the case • ~ack is not- a good lawyer. · ~ 
.. 
·From'· .these two sentences could we say 
~ Jack do:s not win. the .case. 
~~ppose you know that: 
· One i's t~ll,. and beautiful. 
From this sentence could we say ~ 
One. i~ beautiful. · 
.. , . 
t 
.41. suppose you kn,ow that: .' .. 
· ~ If father·' l'au.gh_s~ sue .smiles. 
r . · ·f1'1" · Sue smiles. . . · 
, I • ' 
· From these two' sentences· aould we. say ~ 
Fath~r· laughs.· 1 ·: 
-· 
42. Suppose. you ·kno\;'1 tha\: , · · . " '~- . ., 
Joe smi~es if he· sees 
Joe do~s no~ . see Sue. 
' . 
Sue. 
I .. • ' ,.1 I' 
i . 
.From these two s~ntenc~s cou~d we say -
Joe does not smile. ,,. · ' 
. ... 
{ , 
· .... 
'i ; 
Yes 
No ~ j ; 
·/ · · 
No .' · ·..V. 
--
.. No 
.. 
.42. · Yes No · 
. ~ 
. ' 
' . . 
·.-
. ' 
'' 
' 
.. ' 
·' 1' • 
. " 
. . 
I -
-, 
·. 
'4'3. 
. ' 
Suppose. you know that: 
bavld will learn' to dance ana sing 
· or he'll learn neither. 
David ·1~arns to da~ce~ · 
From thes·e two sentences could we·· say -
t 
80. 
-~· 
· David · ddes not l -earn to sing. . . 4·3. Yes No 
· 44. Suppose you know that:, 
! · ~e'orge will not . give his son both a 
. ~ ·-
4s.-
46. 
47. 
. ' . . . bike and a car . 
. George will g~~e his son a bi''ke • 
From these 
·George 
two se~tences could we -say 
y;ill give _hi~ so~ a c1.: 
Suppo'se ·you know that: . . ~ 
You will ~ead or write ~r -both. 
' "lou wi_l-1 _ not ·write. 
From · these .. two sentences could ,yo~ say ~ 
You will read. 
- c. ' 
Suppose yo·u know that:· .. . . 
. John'~ · ·being· a. baseball player has 
no connection at all with 'whether 
·or not Peter makes the sw).I}lffiing· 
.-team. . . · 
John is a _baseball player. 
• . • <;} .. , . 
From these 'two sentences could .we say 
· Peter make_s ·the swirnrnin~J ,team. 
Supp.ose you know .that: . I 
Jim wil~ eat fruit or br~ad · or he 
willu eat · ·neither. 
Jim dQes ·not eat· frur!. 
'. " f: 
-.. 
, . . From these . two sentenc:e~ cou;l.d ·'?'e .say 
Jim doe's not eat br'ead. · 
·' r . 
'48. · Suppose you .know that: 
- Some girl~'. not going to school h a s .,. 
. no Gonnection with whethe r or not 
. it. is rail)~ ; outside. . \ 
--'-' Some · . ~ir~~ arE?_. not going ~o . sc~oo~~ 
~· From tne~e two· sente nces co~ .;e s'ay r -
. It is ·r a ining outs ide . · · 
' . . . . - . . ' ~ ·~ ' . 
· ' 
,. ' 
' ' ' 
.. 
.. 
. .. 
· I 
' ' 44. ·Yes 
' ... 
45. Yes, 
. . 
No 
. 
No . 
. c 
.. . 
4 6 . .. ·Yes __ · No __ 
.-
··47. Yes - No 
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. \ . 
. \ . ·MEA.Np AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR. ALL VARIABLES 
--- -~-: . 
FOR ·ALL GRADES . · · 
" . 
· Grad~ 4· Grade ·6 · Grade 8 
Mean · S.D. ·Mean Mean · S.D. 
I (Mo;:;:. )· 114.88 Age 
.. 
3.26 . 139 .• 67 4. 27 '163. 03 4. 88· 
... 
. . , .j'J ·,J ~ "' '~"I,/ j, 
SES 50.83 11.07 46.'62 ·11. 8'6 48.45 12.46 
Raven's IQ l-09·. 90. 13.46 109.06 lo~is 11cL 40 13.68 
r 
·Piq;. 109.71. 11. 21 1'<)3.56 10.38 1Q3 ~ 14 13. 4'7 
No~ Words 244.75 125.90 '240.18 82.49 259. 82 80.05 
, . ... r 1 
~-.31 .• 27-No. T-U' s -32.85 14.76 . 29.88 '9.67 9.53 p 
ML ~-U' s ~ 7 .. 35"' • 93 ? ... 03 1. QS 8-.' 3.5 . L23 
No .o·-·Ts 4.21. 3.16 4.75 4. 56. . . 9 ~ 3;1. 6.92 
t_ 
TS/W .02 . • 01 .· 02 .Q2 • 0.4 .02 
Supp. Per • . 1.-69 . 1.·7Q . 2. 60·. 3. Q4 5. 25 4.78 
\ . 
Di'sjuri. ."(]5 1. 42 .54 
_ .90G < 1. 51 
.... I ,. 
. · ~ • Q ~ I• 2 ~ 7;1 OTS 1'. 77 1-;.' 94 1. 60 3.19 
.,. ·~ ~ . ( 
.supp. Per ./w ~ . 01 · ~ oi .. ··-~ 01 .. • OiJ.. · g • 02- . • 0'2 
' : 
Disjuri./W .OQ • 01 ~oo • QQ . • 01 .01 
' . 
OTS/W ; I • . 01' • 01 • 01 • Q1 - • 01 . .Q1 
, 
. . 
. Neirnark • 71 · . • 14 ' .. • 75 .16 ;87 ~·13 
. . 
.. 
'Piaget .<'3.27- ' .. 1. 30 I 4.17 • 72 4. 79 .90 • 
Weitz 24.17 . 4. 40. 27.17 .J. 98, .". 
' • j 
30."67 - .5. 89 
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IN'rERCORRELATIONS OF ALL' · VARIABLES F.OR · GRADE 4 
.· 
Variable No. · , 1 2 4 5: 6 
l; ••• 
·- . ... ·.· 
- ~--00 
~ . 2. - .SES · .04 1 ·. 00 
3. Raven'• s I? . 09' .31 1.00 
. • 10 •. 11 .37 1. 00 
5. No. Words • 21 ·.12 . .3& -:01 1. 00 
6 . . No .. T..:.u• s • 1.9 .13 .36 -. ·06 ' .• 97 1.00 
' 
. •. , 
7 • ~ T-U ' s . : · ."13 • 0 2 •. 12 : 2 2 • 4 4 :2 4 1.. 0 0 
8. No •. [I'S . 
- ~ 
9. TS/W · . 
• '32.. • 21 
· ·$.9 . • 18 
.· . .· ~ 
.35 .46 ' . . 41 .. 35 
.13 . . . s2·. -.1o .:. .-],.7 
' · . 
10:· Supp. _Per. ·. :41 .10. .04 .32 
. 1-1..· Qisjun ~ .· .. 
.00 -.08 .09 . 11 . • 24 ' .-l7 
. C). 
1~. OTS .08 .16 . ;36 . 32 . 36 .• • 34 
. 33 
. 2) 
• 46 
. 27 
~.: 
8 9 10. . 11 12 
... 
I . 
• 81 1.00 
• 60 . .. 86 1.00 
.43 . • 4 0 . :-.16 1.00 
.76 .53 . . 17 .12 ~.00 
-
"' 
13 
13. s _upp;Per./W .~28 . • 10 -.10 
. • . I . . 
·.-34 -.11 -.14 - .oa . . 41 " .6·4 .86 -.14 -.02 1.00 
. 
' 
. . . 
. 
J 
14 
.1'.4. _Disjun./W ' •. 09 ·~ o a .• 19 .14 -.06 --.14 .42 ..• 38 . .42 · ~.16 . 98 :04 -.10 1.00 
\ . 
_. I 
. . 
" 1 5. 
t • 
15 ,( . .QTS/fl , · • 04 :,12 .19 .. 39'-.0~--.02 414 .'60 •. 6'2 .04 .08 .88 .02 . ~ 5 l. oo· 
. 
16 
. 
' 
16_.; Neilt!,ark . • 12 - . 06 ;14 .01, · .28 .24 -.24 .18 - ·; 02 : .08 .12 · •. 13 -.03 .08 -:-.06 1.QO . 
. " 
1 7 
,' 
· 17 •. P'iaget ~ o 6 · • 3 2 -. o 2 · • -2 a· .'28 · ·.15 . 18 .09 .10 .11 .13 -.01 ~08 -. 06 1 .00 
. 18 
18. Weitz . - • . 02 . • 0-7 ·- .02 .12 -.13 - .10 -.18 "-.19 ' -.03 
' ~ 
.03· - .·11 -.26 . 1~ -. 0 2 - :14 -.16 -~27 · 1. 0 0 
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